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CHAPTER I 

THE PROGLEM 

The increasing emphasis on the personnel function in 

management is of great importance to tho military as well 

as the civilian edministrator, In recognition of this ime 

portance the Navy Pepertment sponsors graduate study at 

selected universities for officers desiring to further 

their background for duty in the field of personnel ad« 

ministration and training. Selection for and completion 

of this study does not indicate that an officer will cone 

tinue to specialize in personnel work for the remainder 

of his service career, He may anticipate assignment to 

the Bureau of Naval Personnel and to the larger activi-« 

ties in a staff capacity from time to time, but his pri- 

mary classification is not changed: he may expect to ree 

main fully eligible for promotion and command responsi- 

bilities within that classification, Nis concern with 

personnel will be for the most part that of the line ad- 

ministrator rather than that of the staff advisor, As a 

line edministrator a naval officer will be affecting the 

morale of his organization with his almost every decision, 

Therefore an academic probe into the field of personnel 

1 
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administration is of great value to the line officer as 

well as to the officer designated a personnel specialist, 

Korale effects performance, Therefore, a systematic 

study of conditions affecting morale, and use of personnel 

techniques derived from scientific study, should benefit 

the service in the long run, Any planned effort should 

prove better than hunch and improvisation, 

Aboard ship, as elsewhere, morale is not static, It 

is affected from above and below, from within and without 

the organization, Of the innumerable factors affecting 

morale, thie paper will be concerned with these factors 

within the control of the shipboard administrator, “hile 

it is net intended to establish a dichotomy of "politi- 

clan-administrator", directives and policies from hicher 

authority will not be aubfected to critical scrutiny or 

analysis. For example, the morale changes effected by the 

rapid postwar demobilization were largely beyond the con+ 

trol of the shipboard officer, although his awareness and 

use of administrative techniques and methods available to 

him could alleviate the situation, It is recosnized thet 

matters of policy at one level of command may be looked 

upon as matters of administration by those at other levels, 

In the above example, the ahipboard administration of de- 

mobilisation would involve many decisions on the part of 

the commander that would appear as policy to those subject 

to his command, 
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As morale is not static, it may be thought of as 

| constantly improving and declining, as being an oper~ 

ationally defined concept rather than a definite action 

or series of actions, The level of morale varies with 

conditions and within the group, So as morale exists in 

varying degrees of excellence, it is quite proper to 

question fluctuations of morale within an organization 

without placing a stigma on those responsible--morale 

cannot be unvaryingly highs 

Recogniging that morale preblems de exist in the 

fleet, it is appropriate to examine the administrative 

factors affecting them which may be within the control of 

the shipboard administrator.! This examinetion will in- 

volve comparisons with similar factors found in non- 

military organisations as well as in academic studies of 

personnel] administration and personnel management, It is 

fully realized that any one method or technique used in 

the administration of personnel could well be the subject 

of much writing and reseerch, This paper will not ate 

tempt an exhaustive investigation of any one factor but 

will try to deseribe and evaluate certain major ones-- 

those that are available to the averaze naval cfficer 

afloat not having special training in the field of per+ 

lin general, the term administrator will be used 
herein with reference to duties performed, rather than 
with reference to a particular rank level, Geifie, com~ 
misaioned, chief petty, or petty officer, 
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gonnel and thet are of creat importance to the maintenance 

of high morales 

fhe final chapter #111 set forth several conclusions 

as to the effectiveness of certain practices and suggest 

possible ways, open to further validation, whereby ship= 

board administration of personnel may be improved, Such 

improvement, resulting in a rere uniformly high state of 

morale, oan but have a salutory effect on the service, 
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CUAPTER ITI 

HISCRLLANEOUS CONSIDERATIONS 

Prior to approaching the administrative techniques 

and methods available te the naval officer efloat, this 

chapter will, in several short sections, consider miscel- 

laneous matters held to be pertinent to the thesis, 

ls Shipboard Organization 

In order that further discussions on the functions 

of the shipboard administrator may be made more meaning= 

ful, a typical ship organization end the functions of the 

principal authorities will be presented, In the interests 

of simplicity, the organization of a destroyer will be 

considered in this section although the principles ine 

volved are common to all type vessels, ‘The larcer types 

have additional departments depending upon the dutice 

performed; the carrier, for example, has an air depart- 

mont not found on a tender, and the tender has « repair 

department not found on a destroyer, 

lveany unsubstantiated statements made in this thesis 
are based on the writer's six years commissioned service, 
1943-50, with destroyer type vessels and a destroyer 
command staff afloat. 

5 
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A ship ie the responsibility of the commanding officer 

and his euthority is commensurate; delegation of this au} 

thority to his eubordinates in no way relieves him of his 

responsibility for the safety, well-being, and efficiency 

of his entire command,.® Prom this key position in the 

organigation of any naval vessel, we may proceed to oute 

line the basie organization of a destroyer, Figure 1 may 

be taken as representative of the departmental organi« 

gation of a typical destroyer, 

Commanding Officer 

Executive Officer 

Engineering Gunnery Operations Supply Medical 
Officer Officer officer Officer Officer 

Pigure le 

Positions analogous to that of the executive officer 

are lesa commonly found in industrial and non-military 

organisations, In addition to the remerke pertaining to 

this position found in a following section, and in omer 

that the functions of the executive officer may be better 

understood, the following responsibilities are abridged 

from naval regulations :° The commanding officer shall 

®u.s, Navy Department, Navy Reculations, (Washington: 
UsSe Gov't. Printing office, 9 arte ie 

Stpid,, 0703 and 0801~4, 
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keep the executive officer informed of his policies and 

normally shall issue all orders relative to the duties of 

the command through that officer; all orders issued by the 

executive officer shall have the same force and effect as 

if issued by the commanding officer; the exeoutive officer 

shall conform to the policy of the cormanding officer and 

shell keep him informed of all significent matters; a11 

communications of an cfficial nature from a subordinate to 

the commanding officer shall be transmitted through the 

executive officer; the executive officer shall not normal-~- 

ly exercise his authority in matters which are the spe- 

eific responsibility of the heads of the various depart- 

ments except to the extent necessary to secure uniformity 

am co-ordination of effort throughout the command; the 

executive officer shall recognize the right and duty of a 

head of a department to confer directly with the com 

manding officer on matters specifically relating to his 

department. 

The department head is the representative of the 

commanding officer in a11 matters pertaining to his de«- 

partment, and he must conform to the policies and orders 

of the commanding officer, Similarly, each department head 

hes his division officers with their subordinate divisions.“ 

41m wartime, the number and size of divisions within 
the departmental organization expand to administer more ef- 
ficiently the increased personnel needed te effectively om- 
ploy all of the ship's armament and equimment on a more 
continuous basis, 
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Taking the operations department as an exemple, it 

may be broken down into its typical component divisions 

as shown in Ficure 2, 

Operetions 
offioeer 

Sonar Communioetions Combat Information 
officer orficer Center Officer 

Sonermen Radiomen Quartermasters Redermen TLookouts 

Figure 2¢ 

Thus the operations officer is the commander of the 

operations department, the sonar cfficer of the enlisted 

sonearmen, and each senior petty officer of his arsicned 

men, Down to the lowest seaman, each man has his chain 

of command through which he receives his orders and 

through which he is ultimately responsible to the come 

manding officers 

The administrative organizetion has been briefly out» 

lined; specialized relationships will not be developed, 

such an exist between the electronics officer who, under 

the engineering officer, is responsible for repair of 

radio equipment and the communications officer who, under 

the operations officer, is responsible for operation of 

this equipment. Nor will other internal organizations, 

euch as watch and battle organizations, of primarily 
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operative nature be developed, although the principles of 

responsibility and chain ef command anply in these ine 

stances. 

Definitions ef morale are found in many writings on 

and in the social sciences, From the psychologist's view 

point, morale may be considered to be a etate of mind 

evidenced by group scliéerity and willingness to submerge 

individual interests in the group welfare.® The student 

of industrial reletions may consider morale to be the 

mental attitude of employees, including the exeoutive 

group, which makes them willing, and with initiative, to 

follow their leaders and to subordinate temporarily their 

personal aime for their ultimate gain through the success 

of the company »© The political scientist may define 

morale as " » » »« a stete of mind in which men and vomen 

voluntarily seek to develop and apply their full povers 

te the task on which they are engaged by reason of the 

intellectual or moral satisfaction which they derive 

from their own self-realization, their achlevenents in 

their chosen field, and their pride in the sere 

Sp.u. Johnson, Rasentials of Psychology, (New York: 
EeGraweHill, 1948), De 667» 

Sud. Juciua, aorecmng) anacenent, (Chicago: Richard 
De Irwin, InGe, 1946), De . 
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vice + « « «7 

While other definitions could be mentioned, the three 

given above serve to indicate how the subject is approached 

according to the interests of the writers leaders in other 

fields might define morale differently, The point of major 

agroement is that morale is a state of mind end therefore 

not directly measurable, It 1 reflected, however, in the 

attitudes and actions of the members cf an organizations 

= ne boon said that morale ie a lot of little 
&» Probably nothing comes closer to des- 

pe accurately this important factor, be- 
cause everything thet makes a man feel well and 
satisfied builds up his morale, and everything 
that bothers him as an individual can lower his 
MOYALE » 

The objectives of an organisation should be considered 

before attempting a definition of ite morale, If the eb- 

fective of the armed forces is considered to be the exten- 

sion of the national will by force, then it may be well to 

expand a definition of military morale to include the 

competitive will to win, beyond the point needed, for ex- 

ample, by organizations such as the Post Office Department. 

Por the purposes of this paper, Professor thite's defile 

nition, as quoted above, will be used with the addition of 

a conviction of excellence and a will te win on the part 

7u.D. White, Introduction to the Study of Public Ad~ 
ministration, (srd ef} wow Lvork? Wacl'iiian, Pe * 

SuU.S, Naval Academy, Navel leadership, (Annapolis: 
UsS» Naval Tnatitute, 1949), pe ? 
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of the group aa necessary elements to distinguish military 

from civilian morales 4 

Military service is our most ancient public 
inetitution » « » In the history of the world, 
no free people has ever existed without 16 . . « 
Far from being o characterietic of Imperialian, 
military service is the very cornerstone of the 
structure of democracy. Where the Liberties of 
the people are the greatest responsibility of 
the government, there must be people. trained 
and ready to defend these liberties, 

The signifieence of high military morale will not be 

belebored other than to mention that when the nation de«- 

pends upon ita armed forces for its survival nothing short 

of the highest morale is acceptable, igh morale is in- 

dispensable te a auccessful fighting group, “hile nega- 

tive instances will not be clted here, an outstanding 

positive one, the U. 5. Narine Corps with its famed esprit 

ae corps, 1s well kmown, 

oe Leadership 

This section will consider the concept of leadership 

as cutting across all activities and all levels in the 

service, as being not an effecting factor, but rather an 

essential determiner of morale. Some hold that: 

The single most important factor in the ate 
taimnent of hich morale is the quality of leader~ 
ship exercised by the commanding officer. Papert 
leadership and high morale are inseparable, 

Tide, Pe 188, 

10,4. Pénnington, Re, Hough, Irs, and Hy, Case, 
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The significance of leaderahip in the maintenance of 

high morale is unquestionably great. Thies is clearly 

stated by White: 

The life and epirit of an organisation 
do not spring from ite structure, Cuality dee 
pends on the motivations that energize . « « » 
These are derived in large measure from the 
cheracter of leadership, Dynamic leadership 
ie reflected in the drive and de 
of the organization; and converse ocak sroup 
thet suffers long periods of uninsp Lie 
rection is certain to run cown--not only 
physically but spiritually. 

Sood organization fecilitates good leader 
ship but is no more a substitute for it than 
is a fully eqeippec com of soldiers a sub. 
etitute for its aendiaa’ orthates Indeed, 
technicelly sound structural design may be re- 
duced to "sheer ornament" by numerous variables, 
including especially this essential element of 
directions 

In the dynamics of management, leadership is 
vitel « +» « « In a large organization the poten- 
tial eapacity for leadership within the never~ 
ending stream of new entrants is considerable. 
Cne of the major responsibilities of tep manage~- 
ment is to take steps to renew iteelf, indesd f° 
lift ite quality to constantly higher levels.) 

The traditional ship organization, giving the com-~ 

mending officer great responsibility and authority, offers 

excellent opportunity for demonstration of leadership. 

Unilke most non-militery organisations, subordinate of 

ficers and men as well as the top e6xecutive aboard ship 

are rotated among naval commands frequently: two yoars in 

ene position is the average tour of duty, As an individual 

Ps’ lo M212 teetershin, (New York: Prentice~- 
F a Pe. . 

Livnite, ope cite, De 185 and ps 196, 
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ig promoted he may anticipate assignments to positions of 

greater responsibility with greater cpportunities for ox- 

ereise of leadership qualities, This practice serves the 

purpose, among others, of increasing the chances thet each 

member of the service will held positions of higher leader 

Ships Those making poor recomls for thomeelves as leaders 

are less likely to be selected for promotion and top poe 

sitions, Thus the prectices of forced leadership and 

forced attrition tend to oliminate the unfit, In this 

jwanner the Navy Department recognises the importance of 

leadership to the service and to its morale. An officer 

may be an excellent technician, but without a record as 

@ successful leader his chances of selection for top 

responsibility are slim indeed. 

The traditional ship organigation further recognizes 

the need of leadership by establishing the position of 

executive officer, under the commanding officer, senior 

to all others within the command, Thies officer is second 

in command, has no departmental duties, and is eligible 

to command if the commanding officer is unable to scarry 

out his duties, In effect, a trained and qualified re- 

lief for the cormanding offloer is readily avalleble, 

Positive provision for prompt replacement of the top 

leader is thus incorporated in the standard ship organi~ 

zations 

Leadership at the top, however, is not aufficient to 
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maintain a high state of morale throughout the ship, Ter 

the commanding officer, if he is not to rely selely on 

fear or intimidation to compel the organization's efforts, 

must cperate through the morale generated by leadership 

among hia subordinates as well os by his leadership di~- 

rectly; it is of the essence of good leacership that it 

inspire both loyalty and leadership in cthers, This 

leadership must be divided and subdivided until every member 

of his comand is effectively tied inte the operation; the 

petty officer es well as the admiral must be a leacer,22 

4e students of industrial relations, Pigers and Myers 

write :)% 

The successful administrator gets people 
to work with him, not primarily because he has 
power over tham and can order then about, but 
because he is the kind of leader for vhom ther 
want to do their dest, 

» « » @12 the beg rr competence in the 
world will vat eursl f his subordinates are 
oereens 2 et him pod or rudgingly for hin 

lastically with him, 

Walle thia statement applies more to civilian industry 

than to the administration of a military organization where 

performance is required by law, it does contain a suggese 

tion to the naval officer, Rules and regulations often 

support administrators who operate through force and disci« 

Wordway Tead, The art of Leadership, (New York: 
MoOraw-iill, 1935); De 

peut Pigors and CsA, Myers, 
(New York: MoCraew~-lifl1, 1047), pre 
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plinary action, but the ultimate goals of the organization 

ere greatly weakened by auch practices, Aboard ship this 

weakening may be reflected in such terms as a low porcen« 

tage of reenlistments and excessive requests for transfer 

from the commeand--a11 symptome of poor morale. The fact 

that « member of the naval service cannot take off his 

uniform and quit (as ean most industrial employees having 

a dislike for the conditions of employment) will not keep 

him in the service forever, andi his dissatisfaction proba» 

bly will be reflected in his daily performance of duty 

while he sorves his obligated times 

Another atudent of industrial relations believes the 

basic efforts for which labor is paid are time spent, 

energy--physical, mental, and emotionale-spent, and the 

willingness to cooperate,!4 Prom the navel point of view, 

@ federal contract or commission will epecify the first, 

and a system of discipline will enforce the first and se- 

cond, but the third basic effort cannot be presaribed by 

law, It ia the ability to develop this willingness to co~ 

operate (or morale) that marks the successful leader, 

It {8 not the purpose of this section to describe the 

ingredients of a leader, Sut in the belief that, contrary 

to the old saying, leaders can be made as well as born, 

recent findings in the field will be reviewed. This is 

l4jucius, Ops cite, Pe 364. 
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done to highlight the stetement thet something can alwaya 

bo done t6 taprove morale, that any person may become a 

more effective Leader whe se sincerely desires, 

Stogdill,15 working under the sponsorship of the 

office of Naval Research, made a thorough review of all 

the researches upon the personal qualities of leaders. 

te found "a preponderance of evidence from a wide variety 

of studies which Indicates that patterns of leadership 

traite differ with the situation,” and concluded: 

The total weight of evicence presented in 
this sroup of studies suggests that if there 
are goneval traits which characterise leaders, 
the patterns of such traits are likely to vary 
with the leadership requirements of different 
situations. 

The leader can thon beat control his behavior so as 

to have the most desirable effects on his croup, not by 

cultivating specific traita--a dubious accomplishnente-but 

by learning to diagnose the situation in which ho finds 

himself and by doing those things that are most sensible 

and most effeotive in that situation, *© The aspiring 

leader can take comfort from this: few if any are born 

leaders in a11 situations, and changing situations are 

likely to present opportunities sconer or later for many 

types of men. 

15n Mu, Stogdti1,"Personal Factors Associated with 
teaderchip: A Survey of the Literature) Journal of Con~ 

Suiting “sychology, 1960, 85, Sh-71l. 

1Syeval Lesderships, Ops Cites De 182. 
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This section ile introduced to emphesize the duty and 

obligation of the leader--to etreas the necesalty of plan 

ned action, af opposed te unsystematic functioning end 

inertlia~-in oarrying out any program, such as one to build 

morales 

In naming geome of the attributes of responsible men, 

Graham writes: 

Discretion le essential te responsibility, 
which 1s something more then enforceable 
accountability, A duty that contains no clement 
of initiative, judgment, or choice for the one 
pe cm te perform it may be a matter of account~- 
ebility, but not of responsibility in the wider 
BONGO «2 « 6 

& second characteriatic of responsible men 
is recognition of an obligation to meet a neod 
that exceeds the individual's and to act accord} 
Ing to a standard that is outside himself and 
beyond hie control « « » « 

A thind characteristic of responsible men 
Le — for the consequences « s » « 

ponsibility connotes ea certain smount of 
rationaliam and an olement of prudence, A roe 
eponeible leader may endanger his own life or 
the lives of his followers, but he will only do 
it for a considered reason, after some weighing 
of the objectives and some caleulation of the 
risks, It ie this element of responsibility in 
leadership that holds a group together « « «+ « 

« « « A veeponsible administrator dogs not 
imperil the vitality of his orcanisation.+‘ 

This diseussion of the essentials of responsibility 

ie in acoor’ with responsibility as delegated by neval 

176 he Graham, "Essentials of Responsibility", in 
Pols Marx, @de, Zlements of Public Administration, (New 
York: Prentice-Hall, 1°46), ppe 50285, 
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directives and regulations; the elements of initiative 

and judgment are frequently stressed to the naval officer 

by his superiors, And regerdless of how much he may feel 

denied the right to exercise his own ideas and methods, 

the responsible administrator will take full edventage of 
his faculties of initiative and judgment in performing 

his duties within the prescribed limits. ‘fo do less would 

be the exerciso of mere "“onforcenble accountability", not 

a desirable practice cn the part of one handling men, 

In his discussion of the search for principles in ade 

ministration, White suggesta that allocation cf authority 

be in glear and concise terms, and that authority met be 

Commensurate with responsibility.”® wntte the directives 

under which the shipboard administrator operates are ox= 

hauetive in definition ef beth his responsibilities and 

his euthority, "few public officials would agree that 

they ever possessed authority equal to their responsibility, 

even in the merely legal sense of the term; and if authority 

means the capacity to teke action fully equal to the og- 

casion, they would properly assert that it rarely existe" ,19 

Thie agein emphasizes the need of initiative and judgment 

in accomplishing results within the structure and procedure 

specified by law. 

18wnite, Ode. Cites De BS 

roe. ott 
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fheoard ship the greatest part of planning for high 

morale will be done by those responsible for the execution 

-of the plans, “hile outside assistance from higher com- 

menda, with their extensive staffs, may be available, in 

the day-to-day administration of personnel affairs the 

commanding officer and his subordinates are relatively 

free in this respect. If an inepecting senior finds an 

excessive delay in the trying of minor offenders, for ex 

exple, the comcsanding officer will be called upon to ox- 

plain why adequate plans were not made to permit orompt 

scheduling of hearings. Such administrative planning is 

normally the responsibility of the commanding officer, and 

nothing other than extremely abnormal circumstances or 

operations will remove the responsibility from him, 

From the plans of the Nevy Department, the major fleet 

and type commanders prepare and distribute proposed emplcoy~ 

ment schedules as far as practicable in advance cf the 

actual ordering of ship movements and activities, ‘The come 

manding officer is therefore able to forecast with a cer 

tain degree of accuracy the time he will have available for 

administrative as well as operating duties, When on exe 

tended maneuvers, less time will usually be available to 

spend on pereonnel problems than when alongside a tender 

or in a shipyard for repairs. 

The legal requirements connected with personnel ro- 

cords, courtemartial procedure, end similar routine ad~ 
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minietrative duties are very explicit, but other factors 

that play a large part in a plan to build morale such es 

counseling, welfare, and positive motivation are not 

firmed for unplanned execution, It is here that the ree 

Sponsibility of the neval officer for planning is left in 

large measure to hie om discretion, "Planning, in the 

context of administration, begins where general policy 

stops; it is concerned with the means by which ends can 

be brought to fruition,"®9 as the policy of the Navy De- 

partment is te expect high morale, it is up te the com= 
manding officer to plan a program and see that it is 

placed inte effect, that the desired end of high morale 

aboard his ship be attained, 

",. . » (Program planning) begine with the de~ 

tailed study of the job to be done, leading to the identi~ 

fication of the principal parte and their divisions . « « 

the relation between them . « « and the typee of procedures 

that will be required,"®2 this te the task of the com 

mending officer, as the responsible officer, aided by his 

subordinates. 

The execution «+f an cvereell plan to maintain high 

morale aboard a ship will require many decisions on the 

part of the commanding officer, In order that major doubts 

“Omnite, Ope Cites Pe 20L. 

Blipide, De 205. 
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and possible sources of misunderstanding may be avoided, 

the commanding officer may iseve statements of policy. A 

ship poliey promulgated by the cormanding officer and con« 

forming to peliotes of senior commands may be used to pre~ 

vent aabiguity, to specify ways and means, and to assign 

priority to funetions to be performed, 

One concluding comment om responsibility is that 

initiative is displayed by one who has the energy and 

ability to undertake « new enterprise without outeide di- 

rection, The exercise of initiative presupposes (1) one's 

having eufficlent imowledge of the problem to know what 

should be done, and (2) one's loyalty--that such action 

will net be initiated that is not in accordance with the 

plan and pelicy of euperiors .”” 

®2raval Leadership, ops cites Ps 204, 
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CHAPTER Iit 

CIVILeKILITARY CONTRASTS 

In some companies, management has acquired 
ite competence in the school of hard knocks. 
in others, personal experiences has been sup- 
lanted amd expanded by recourse to accunue 
ated knowledge, current practices of others, 

and research. : 

Just as the industrial personnel manager looks at 

the current practices of other organizations, it is 

well for the military administrator to be sware of 

practices in the civilian administration of personnel, 

Further, to understand probleme and conditions 

peculiar to the shipboard administration of personnel 

it ta helpful to contrast naval with civilian practices, 

This is appropriate, as methods avallable to develop 

high morale differ with the organization. For examplo, 

selection and remuneration are major tools of a factory 

manacer but not of the officer afloat, and the self- 

contained system of naval justice differs greatly from 

procedures used in industry to enforce discipline, and 

so affect morales, 

1y,J, Jueius, Personnel Management, (Chicago: Richard 
D. Irwin, Ince, 1845), pe Se 
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Tn thie chapter, sections will be devoted to aroas 

whore mafor differences in administrative practices effec 

ting morale occur between shipboard and other orgeani+ 

gations, Sy pertinent contrasts, morale problems may be 

made more meaningful, 

It has been said in connection with the organization 

of a personnel department in business, that "The primary 

function of the personnel department is to employ quelified 

workers in sufficient numbers to meet the requirements of 

the business enterprise and to participate in all activie 

ties that will tend to keep the employee e satisfied sco«- 

operative and productive worker."2 ‘The importance of 

selection and placement is thus resognized to be fundae 

mental. Subsequent functions are dependent upon the 

quantity and quality of the force employed; poor prace 

tices at this initial stage oan produce severe financial 

losses to the concern, It has been found profitable by 

many companies to invest considerable sums of money in 

programs of research, testing, interviewing, and examining 

in order that the organigation #111 be staffed by personnel 

in correct numbers and with the desired attributes to en 

2u,D. Scott, N.C. Clothier, 5.8. Mathewson, and sl. 
gg ee vonsonne) Benacement, (Srd ed.; New York: Modraw~ 
bd ll, 1941 ’ De * 
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gure successful operation, 

In the avy, the functions of recruitment and aseign- 

ment to duty have been removed from the shipboard adminis- 

trator, <A commanding officer no longer has the authority 

to effect first onlistments aboard his ship, ond a radio- 

man upon arrival at a ship will not find himself assigned 

to duty in the enginercom,. The extensive facilities of 

the naval recruiting service and the training commands 

ashore assume the functions necessary to pick and train 

the force necded to run a modern vessel with its complex 

equipment. Yhen an officer or man is ordered te report 

to a command, his commanding officer may ascume that he is 

qualified for the duties of his rank or rate; he will not 

have to proceed with the sersening of a series of appli-~- 

cants for the billet to be filled, 

A large measure of fudagment ia frequently needed to 

correctly place untrained individuals in the shipbeard 

organization, as in the case of apprentice seamen not 

selected for specialized training upon completion of re 

eruit training. And it is considered good practice to 

rotate junior officers with neo experience at sea among 

the various departments, However the selection and place} 

ment problems of the shipboard sdministrator are far fewer 

than these of the industrial personnel manacer. 

The benefits gained by being relieved of thease prob« 

lems are contrasted with the reeultant inability to con~« 
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trol the quantity or quality of the personnel assigned to 

@ command, General economic and political conditions 

control in large part the recruitment progrem, RKemuner=- 

etion is fixed by law, and in timee of prosperity a com= 

manding officer may not advertise for radio operators at 

the prevailing wage rate, nor may he refuse to accept a 

draft of thirty seamen he may not need eat a partiovlar 

time. lie must at all times do the best he gen with what 

he is given in the wey of manpower. If his leading radio- 

man is ordered to snother ship or station and a qualified 

relief is net aboard, that does not prevent the logs of 

the key man. So it is seon that at times the benefite of 

the support of specialized establishments ashere are re 

auced by the accompanying loss of sontrol,. 

Placement of military personnel may be contrasted 

with that of civil service employses. In the former less 

attention is placed on the job to be done; a naval officer 

may be transferred from the position of gunnery officer of 

a cruiser to that of commanding offleer of a destroyer, 

for exemple, or to any position within wide limits. Mo» 

bility and variety of experience is demanded, Civil sere 

vice position-claasification, on the other hand, ia based 

on the job to be dones the applicant must have qualifl~ 

cations specified for the position, 

A # or cless of ee comprises all 
positions which are sufficiently similar in 
respect to their duties and responsibilities so 
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thet (1) the same requirements as to education, 
experience, knowledge, and ability may be de~- 
manded of incumbents, (2) the same test of 
fitness may be used to choose qualified appli- 
cantes, and (3) the same schedule of compene 
gation is made to apply with equity under the 
seme or subgtantially the same employment 
conditions.“ 

The navel enlisted personnel structure is mere like 

the civil service clessification than is the naval officer 

structure vhich permits but a limited percent of the total 

officer strength to be classified os specialists, Thus 

while a gunners mate will normally be concerned with some 

phase of gunnery and will advance in that rating branch, 

ean officer may be sesicned a specific billet for which he 

hes had no previous training and/or experience, “ith the 

increased complexity of naval operations and functions, 

however, there is a tendency to increase the specified 

qualifications for larger numbers of positions, but not 

to the extent seen in the federal civil service, 

Ze Promotion and Remuneration 

While many industrial concems have overemphasized 

the role played by wages 1n maintainins harmonious labor 

relations, as has been demonstrated by research similar 

to that conducted by the Vester Electric group, it is 

Sn,.D,. Shite, Introduction t 
istration, (Srd ed.j m@oviilan, 1o40), pa 
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reasonable to state that without a fair wage policy and 

consistent internal wage relationships, the personnel 

program will be faced with insurmountable difficulties, 

And a good promotion policy requires thet earnings on 

each job be related to the value of the job. 

The skilled industrial personnel administrator will be 

required to continuously evaluate the positions within his 

company, its payment plane and methods, and the individuals 

employed. Competition for the best labor available and 

pressure from unions will require long-range plans in this 

respect, Large stsffs are employed to conduct this work 

at no small expense. 

But for the outlay of this money, the enterpriee has 

purchased a powerful tool-«the personnel department may 

play a vital part in the development of good morele through 

wise use of remuneration of employecs, Wage payment may be 

based on time or output, and each method may be used under 

different circumstances to better sdvantage than the other}; 

employee attitude must be weighed along with other con= 

siderations in arriving at a decision regarding which 

method will prove most effective, Common employee attitudes 

found regarding wage paymamt plens are that they ere too 

complicated and that standards cre set unfairly, Worker 

morale will ebviously be benefited if these feelings are 

removed from the minds of those concerned, and, further, 

4t can be definitely raised by intelligent use cf an ap} 
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propriate incentive plan, Overall production and morale 

have been inoreased in many inatanoes by application of a 

well-planned group incentive type of wage payment. 

Other paeywents, such as bonuses, pensions, and profite 

sharing, may be offectively utilised by the industrial per- 

gonnel administrator to effect good morale. 

These factors discussed briefly above are not avalle 

able, however, to the shipboard administrator; military 

pay is determined by Congresa, ‘To compute the total ser+ 

vice pay of anyone in the “Navy is simple: in most cases one 

need only to know the rank or rate, yoars of aervice, 

number of dependents, and type of duty, The commanding of+ 

fieer may not effect promotions except in a very flow cases, 

Neither may he raise tho salary of a subordinate; fines may 

be awaried in some instances as punishment-«a negative ine 

centive, Thus the positive financial incentive is availe 

able to the commending offleer only indirectly: his ree 

ports of fitness may affect future promotion of a subordie 

nate or detormmine that a recipient of increased pay for 

hazardous duty is no longer qualified for Lt. 

In the Federal civil service, the classification and 

years service Getermine the pay of the worker, Acsociated 

Glasses are grouped into series and services to relate them 

and establish lines of promotion, Selection for promotion 

is normally mede by the head of the agency concerned, sided 

by factors such as promotional examinations, efficiency 
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reting end seniority, To a larger extent then is seen in 

military service, this gives the administrator a control 

over the subordinate. While provisions are made for review 

and appeal of deciaions, as well as transfer, it appears 

safe to say thet the civil service admhistretor has nore 

direct control of subordinate promotion than does the naval 

administrator. 

During the last wax, the Navy employed the so»celled 

spot promotion in many cases where the incumbent offloer wes 

assuming the responsiblilities of the billet of a more senior 

officer, And to meet the conditions imposed by a tight 

labor market at that tine, the civil service found it exe 

tent te up-grade many positions, These practices are 

not, however, normally available to the government admin« 

istrator, end may not be counted upon as techniques to 

raise morale in routine personnel administration, 

Promotion and remuneration in cases of sovernment ome 

ployees has iong been subject to some form of central con- 

trol, and private employees are finding themselves more and 

more subject to a similar control es a result of legislation 

end agency decree in recent years, The Yegner, Tafte 

Hartley, and similar acta ‘llustrate this trend. 

Se '@cal Enforcement of Diset 

In this section, the term discipline will be used as 

meaning @ system of control gained by petential or actual 
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punishment for disobedience, In this sense @ contrast may 

be drawn between the legal methods cf insuring compliance 

in military and non-military administration of personnel, 

Tt 18 recognized that, 1n the breed sense, discipline ie 

far more than the phase under present consideration, The 

way Ciscipline is enforced has a marked effect on morale, 

obviourly. , 

Workera in modern industry, due lergely te their 

unionization, do not find themselves as helpless before 

their employers as they once wore, Tegislation now cives 

protection to the industrial worker, and prevents prace 

tices such as arbitrary fines or discharges from being 

imposed by management, ‘nition contracts specify in sreat 

detail the rights of 411 parties, and personnel manacers 

are unwilling to aponsor or tolerate abuse cf these 

rights, Provision is made through grievance machinery to 

hear and act on employee's dissatisfaction with the com- 

peny, and the company hes procedures to follow in the 

case of dissaticfaction with the employee, “hile penale 

ties vary with different companies, ther should be ape 

plied fairly and in the same way all the time for fear of 

losing the confidence of the employees or having some 

outeide agency criticize the company and its menacesent,5 

In the Federal civil service, an employee's fitness, 

Sruciue, Ops Gite, Chapter XXII, 
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eapacity, and attention to duty are questions of discret‘on 

and judgment to be determined by the head of hig departe 

ment» 

« (The United States Civil Service Com 
zigeion) is vested with authority te inveatt~ 
gate only when it is alleged that the procedure 
required by law or rule has not been followed, 
that unequal penalties have been imposed for 
like offenses, or thet political or religious 
Gigerimination has beon exercised, The 
wiseion bas no geners! furisdietion to ine 
vestigete the sufficiency of the renecns for 
@ removal, which are finelly determined by 
the appointing officer, 
» « « The widespread impression thet a merit 
ayatem employse cannot be effectively disci- 
plined or removed is without foundation in the 
national service as in most other yoy 
dictions, if disstpline is lex and if ine 
competent employees ere not removed, the fault 
Lien with the responsible officials in the 
rm gece ar Ret with the pretected status of 

White distinguishes between the informal and the formal 

types of discipline and rentions the fact thet disciplinary | 

actions may take one of many forms without resort te any 

lesally established procedure. The reason he sives for 

this eystem of control is that nemy offenses are too slight, 

or too subtle, or too difficult to prove, to warrant direct 

ena formal netton,” Informal disciplinary measures are 

probably seen less in industries where a hichir ective and 

aceressive union is constantly on the alert, Informal 

Smite, Oe Sites De 426. 

"Whites pe 425, 
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measures ami subtle forme of discipline may make their 

influence felt without requiring overt action or ate 

tracting attention, however, and the shrewd administrator 

will take note of their possibilities, 

Disciplinary powers granted the neval comuanding of+ 

fleer are far greater then those of the nonemilitery ade 

ministrator, While the cruel and unusual punishments 

have long been abolished in the service, the comparatively 

independent structure of military justice leaves much to 

the discreticn of responsible officers, The authority to 

convene courts-martial is granted the comsanding offleer; 

the sentence that may be awarded is aubject to mitigation 

or remission by the convening authority, his Late 

superior in command, the Navy Department, and on up. 

While the sentences a militery court may award are limited 

by law, different grades of courts are authorized to award 

greater or lesser degrees of punishment, and the discretion 

in the severity of sentence possible is in the hands of the 

efficer convening the court, Another fector that enhances 

the power of the commanding officer ia thet he normally 

appoints the members of the court from among those under 

his command, 

Considerable authority, in a legal sense, is nosded 

by @ neval ccomaanding officer because of several factors 

not frequontly found in nonemllitary ergenizations, among 

them the hezardous objectives of the group, frequent 
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isolation, ent continuing existence in comparatively close 

quarters. 

Two chisf differences betweon Navy and 
civilian job performance are (1) the living 
and working together in close quarters aboard 
ship and (2) the added stress placed upon 
Navy personnel by participation in combat, 
Pecause of these two factors, supervising 
officers in the Navy place considerable 
emphesis upon such rersonal qualities as 
ability to get along with others, faithful- 
ness, dependability, willincsness to take 
orders, and interest in the Job,© 

That these qualities are stressed ts seen in a list 

of offenses punishable by courtmartial, hile sleeping 

on duty could result, at most, in discharge of en ine 

dustrial worker, 1t could result in a sentence cf doath 

in the case of a serviceman, The fact thet, in tines of 

emergency, conseription must be resorted to toe bulld a 

fighting force implics that legal, az opposed to volune 

tary, means of compelling obedience will continue to be 

essential, regardiess of the creat progress being made In 

the handling cof human beings, 

4 _Moasurement of Morale 

in industry it has been said that if grester economy 

ané effeotiveness can be obtained through the contributions 

of a high morale, then it is impertant from the managerial 

Sn.B. Stutt, ede, Zensonne 
nt in the Bureau of Navel | 
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point of view to know just what the status of the group 

morale ise 

There is probably no phase of the industrial 
progrem in which there is more "wishful 
thinking" than thet indulged in by managere 
Suite Geel amaoeied their employees 

The industrial manager has several techniques at his 

disposal, many of which are relatively new and still in 

the procese of development, The techniques used in ine 

dustry are of two general classes: the first ia an analy~ 

eis ani interpretation of objective data, and the second 

ie more subjective, Labor turnover, absenteeism, pro 

duetion and waste are indices of morale, in many cases, 

although of different factors in others; the analysis of 

guch data “at best is difficult and is not always reliable 

as an index of morale,"1° 

One objective index of omployee morale that has been 

developed in connection with safety programs is the analy« 

sis of industrial accidents, <A spirit of teamwork, manie 

fested in sefety-mindednerss for cthers, was found to be a 

significant factor in accident reductions 

Accidents can never be altogether eliminated, 
because human beings will never become entirely 
stable and perfectly efficient. ut, when the 

sonnets Clothier, Mathewson, and Spriegol, ops Gites, 
Be e 

lOIDids, pe 508, 
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accidents thet do happen are used as educational 
material for employees (both management and work- 
ers) at all levels, there can be a progressive 
gain in morale and temmwork, Unless accidents 
are so used, they not only indicate lapses in 
morale end teamwork but also ere apt to set up 
a viclous cycle in which the feelings of workers 
suffer fu r depression that 1 amidated re~ 
duces their efficiency of action. 

Aboard ship, as in induatry, accident frequency may 

be used ss an index of morale, and for the same reasons as 

stated above, Other indices of an cbiective nature that 

may be found useful by the shipboard administrator include 

cases reported by the sickbay, requests for transfer from 

the command, reports involving insubordination, fighting, 

theft, and the like, In statistics that reveal instances 

of lack of teamwork, indices of morale may be found, Thoir 

analysis and evaluation, however, must be done skillfully 

and thoughtfully by an experienced officer to arrive at 

valid conclusions concerning the state of morale at any 

given time, 

The subjective class of moraleemeasuring techniques 

includes the following methods with accompanying comments: 

As papEoge Long.e-~Neny executives are 
pirational leaders and capable of developing 

morale, but few even of these are trained in 
observing and evaluating morale standards, 
Executives should be encouraged to etrive to 
sense the morale situation and should be aided 

llpicors and Myers, ops cite, Pe 946 

V2ibides pPe 508-511. 
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in this attempt by more accurate Information 
than thelr lupressions. 

ei Bas a process ~«There is no place in 
titude measurement for persons 

with bine biases. It is difficult to 
secure individuals who possess the required 
seientifie approach te do this work, As a whole, 
this type of discovering the morale status of 
employees is not satisfactory. 

The eet pate ry semen nes method not only 
provides a meane of Interpreting morale but at 
the same time is used to build morale. Its 
effectiveness is dependent upon the effective+~ 
ness of the interviewers, 

FR OS foe eterno interviewer seeks to 
ct erview in such a manner as to 

secure the anawers that will reveal the desired 
information, The success of this method, like 
the unguided interview, is largely dependent 
upon the skil1 of the fntervi tewer in soliciting 
answers end his objectivity in evaluating the 
results of the interview, 

tionna: T ~The simple teche 
nique as a question and having the en- 
ployee answer it has the advantage of not 
suggesting any particular answer to the em 
ployee, but it is difficult to evaluate, and 
many employees have difficulty in expressing 
themselves on paper, The multiple-choice 
questions permit considerable shading of meaning 
when carefully constructed, are much quicker to 
enswer, and are readily measurable by statisti«~ 
cal methods. 

Due to the nature of military service, attitude sure 

veys are not conducted as they are in industry to deter+ 

mine such variables as wage-payment methods, hours and 

conditions of work, and the like, Naval surveys of opinion 

and attitude are rare and do not directly determine future 

actions In reporting work carried on in the Bureau of 

Navel Personnel, three major opinion surveys, begun in 
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1945, are desoribed with the accompanying remark that they 

"“vepresent only a very modest attempt te probe the complex 

area of attitude end morale,"15 

In 1949 a survey was conducted among representative 

groupe of officerea to determine thelr views toward cone 

tinuing with a naval caresor, Such a study, upon careful 

analysis, could well be considered to be an index of of- 

ficer morale, The Bureau has not released the results of 

this etudys 

sree eas MEP Te tay tas ea 
These studies indicate ede the morale Factors 
generally effective in the services . « « « 

Many results of the Army studies are reported in the 

American Soldier series,-5 the Navy studies made to de- 

13p,5, Stult, %¢ 
velopment in the Dureau of Nav Ps Orn 
Prince ton yy YPOGH, LYG7)y De G16 
(1) a survey of Navy training-«wnat enlisted men thought 
about their training, (2) a survey of educational ser 
vicese-to reveal participation in and value of the edu. 
eational services program and resulting information and 
attitudes about the war and the future, and (5) an ate 
titude survey of Amphibious Porce personnel--to reveal 
opinions about that branch of naval service, 

Poids De 449, As a matter of interest, the eight 
morale factors found were (1) satisfaction with the fob, 
(2) belief in the missicn, (3) a realistic appraieal of the 
is shead, (4) confidence in the training end equipment, 
5) pride in one's unit or organization, (6) belief that 

one's individual welfare was a matter of concern, (7) re= 
lations between officers and enlisted men, and (5) faith 
in the cause and in the future, 

1S oh Stouffer, et el, The American Soldter: Vol. I 

Aa tus tm ent guring oe ak e Ol , Combat and Jts Arter- 

math, (Princeton: University of Princeton Press, 1949). 
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termine the value of attitude research in evaluating pere 

sonnel practices concluded :*° 

When adequate attention is given to these 
basic problems of seem og and interpretation, 
in addition, of course technical research 
problema, opinion sagrse Reg ean provide valuable 
and useful evaluative deta for personnel and 
training progreans, 

Thus while research is being conducted at hicher 

levele in the Navy on attitude surveys, the questionnaire 

technique is, for practicable purposes, not of use in the 

moasuremont of morale aboard ship today, Such matters as 

welfare and reoreation are at times determined by popular 

opinion--whether to use welfare fund monies for baseball 

uniforms or a dance, for example, should, in most eases, 

be determined by those for whom the fund exists, the crew. 

Such a decision would likely be made by them through their 

representatives, however, and not as a result of a refor~ 

endum, 

Therefore, avoard ship, the impreselone made on those 

responsible are the most widely used measurements of 

morale,*’ and a deeper understanding should be obtained by 

the use of the interview, the subject of another chapter, 

l6stult, ope Cites pe 452. 

17Nava ee eit. Be wr states morale 
may be measu inspec ons } interviews, No 
mention is made oF the attitude cl a iS this connection. 
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CHAPTER IV 

MORALE REQUIREKENTS 

The psychological needs that the members of an orgen- 

igation must satisfy in order to be happy end productive 

may be titled and stressed differently by different stu} 

dents of the subject. In their discussion on the basic 

emotional needs, Mosher, Kingsley, end Stahl! state they 

are @ sense of security, a senne of success (achievement 

and recognition), and e sense of belongingness, ‘They 

atress security as being the broadest and most basic noed, 

in some ways comprehending the others, Other writers 

refer to these concepts by other names and with varying 

degrees of importance, 

In this chapter the topic of fundamental require- 

ments of morale will be considered under three section 

heedingsa--ob jectives, recognition, and security, This 

arrangement is made in accordance with the biases of the 

writer, and is not submitted as the ultimate classifi- 

cation, “Morale is not a summation of effects from dif» 

ferent sources but a characteristic of the whole indi-+- 

lish. Moshe dale Kingsley, arid Gade Stahl, Pub22 

Personnel] Adz. tion,(Srd edes New York: Harper 
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vidual and the whole group." Thus it is impossible to 

4solate and treat individually any morale requirement 

discussed in this chapter. 

The reason for including in thie thesis a chapter on 

the fundemental morale requirements haa been well stated: 

The alternative to giving serious attention to 
the fundamental peychological needs of human 
beings 1s generally destructive of a11 that we 
are seeking when wo bring people to work to~ 
gether in a common enterprise, 

It is held that the fundamental morale requirements, 

by whatever names one chooses to call them, should be 

well known to all holding positions of personnel responsi-~ 

bility. They should guide all administrative actions af- 

fecting morale, 

ls Ch jeatives 

Knowledge of objectives may be considered to be a — 

very important factor affecting morale, and one that is 

too often neglected aboard ship, Without certain coale, 

an individual or a group may not be expected to perform 

at a high level of efficiency or to enjoy the satis« 

factions of knowledze that a job has been well done. 

Without a feeling of achievement, it is not reasonable to 

sparse Erech andi Ref. Orutchfteld, 
» \Now York: MeGrawetl 104 A 50 

Suosher, Kingsley, and Stahl, ops clits, De 207. 
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expect any setisfaction, any sense of worth-whiloness on 

the part of a person or a group, High morale is thus 

automatically excluded by failure to ineure that all hands 

have thelr gonls, Depending on the capacity or intele 

ligence of those under consideration, the wise adnuin- 

istrator, regardless of his rank or position, will make it 

@ point to see that goals of some type are always in sights 

Persons of higher intelligence, having capacity for abe 

etract thought, will not require the simple and immediate 

goala of their leas developed team-mates, While it may 

be sufficient for a ekipper to tell his exeentive officer 

of many years experience that every effort should be made 

to win a gurmmery competition, 1t may be that 6 seaman newly 

reported aboard should have the importance of cleaning a 

gun mount prior to the oxercise explained to him, In this 

ease the complexity of scoring a tarcet practice is well 

known to the responsible officer, but the new man must be 

told of the importance to the safety of the ontire veeasl 

of the gun's perfect functioning, ere the man's ime 

mediate objective is the simple preparation ef the mount 

for firing, not the accompanying calculations, procedures, 

operations and decisions that he would not comprehend, 

and if his gun 1a inspected and found ready to fire on 

schedule, the seamen has done his part; he may experience 

‘the same foeling of accomplisiment, realizing the in« 

portance of his work, as do his superiors after a suce 
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cessful exercise, If the seauan's petty officer had di-+ 

rected the work to be done “because IT said so", no obe« 

jective would have been presented to the mount cleaner 

and, while the work might have been done, no feeling of 

importance would make the tark appear worthwhiloe--hence, 

no feeling of achievement, | 

In the absence of clear over-all objectives, 
groups cannet hope te achieve a high order of 
synthesis and will oasily deteriorate, “ne of 
the most serious morsle problems of men in the 
miiitary forces during the war was the none 
existence for large numbers of them of any 
oldam~out goel for which the war was being 
Pousht. 

While the evorage neval cfficer is probably not suf'- 

ficiontly trained to adequately interpret and explain 

netional policy to the antisfaction of all his subordie 

nates, he should make overy effort to insure that hie own 

directives are known and understood, that the objectives 

he sets are comprehensible, This establishing ef sube 

goele will in many cases act as a step in improving over~ 

all morale, 

It ie realized that 1t is not always possible, or 

even desirable, to explain fully what is to hapoen and 

why. In mamy cases security; prevents disclosure cf plans; 

in others faflure te appreciate larce objectives prevents 

opening of dependent plans to scrutiny, But if at all 

4xreoh and Crutchfield, ops cites pe 403. 
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possible, all hands, within the scope of thelr ability to 

comprehend, should be kept informed. This applies equally 

to the procedures to be followed as well as to the actual 

Operations to be performed; the structure of the organization 

should be know, and the ssemingly reasonless lines of 

responsibility explainede~a gunners mate should know why he 

is assigned to a battery under the direction of an assistant 

engineering officer for one drill and why he reports to the 

chief quartermaster for another, 

It would be enlightening to conduct a survey aboard 

almost any veasel to determine to what oxtent 211 hands 

know why they do what they de, and to determine how far 

down the chein of command reasons for decisions and actions 

are made known, It seems safe to state that a larce share 

of the complement of any ship remaine uninformed in many 

areas that superiors assume are well known to all, ‘hile 

much information is passed along lines cf informal organ 

ization, the moraleeconscious administrator will insure 

thgt what he wants known le actually known, ané that his 

subordinates keep in mind the very real importance of 

knowledge of objectives, In many cnses, the establishment 

of gub-goals will help maintain interest if the ultimate 

goal is distant or incomprehensible, Thia is tllustrated 

by the practice of holding weekly inavections for which 

ell hands mey prepare rether then explaining that the 

objective or geal is a sanitary ahip'a company, a safe 
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vessel, or something equally intangible. At weekly In- 

spections, defects that may be corrected within a reason« 
able time are pointed out, and vague directives, such af 

one to "clean up the ship", are not required, 

A sorrelary of this tenet 48 that lack of objectives 

or setting unvealineble objectives nay easily lead to 

frustration and personal disintegration, lWounding a sub- 

ordinate te "clean up the ship" without giving an ine 

Gfeation of what constitutes @ clean ship may lead to um 
desirable results, obviously, Put meny adwinistratera fail 

to realize the benefits to morale that may be obtained by 

setting realistic, obtainable goals, aimed at the level of 

those under consideration, the realization of which aide 

to the feeling of achievecont of those held responsible for 

their accompliahment. 

Krech ani Crutchfield in diecussing the signifleance 

of positive gonle state that it tn alae necessary to heave 

some fooling of moving toward tho goal and that "very 

eeell amounts of qnocuragement ani success and. somal] steps 

toward the goal are frequently effective in sustaining and 

enhancing motivation,"® this fact should be kept in mind 

when objectives are first established te prevent setting 

goals that may not be obtained within reasonable time or - 

that are so distant no progress may be detected en route. 

Spavid Krech and N.S. Crutchfield, ops oltes De 400. 
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Whenever group members can see or believe Rina 
ean see evidence of advance toward < 
objective, morale is thereby likely to 
Fo) as. "nothing « The ore o is algo true. Pt 

success", so “no 
Petts like fatilure,”6 ’ 

This same reasoning may be applies to the individual 

as well as to the group, and it is an appropriate concept 

with which te besin consideration of the next morale ree 

quirement. 

2» Recognition 

When one mekes guingvecn seine an individual or per 

gonal geal, recognition of this achievement mey Likely 

come from within end is leas dependent on recognition from 

withouty when one advances toward « croup cv factive, re« 

, cognition by thet group is more often demanded, Gunner 

Jones may collect and etudy stamps, for example, for his 

own eatisfaction without expecting complimente from his 

shipmates, but when he works to get hie equipment ready 

for the big competition he wants the cunnery officer to be 

aware of his contribution and he wante his importance to 

be known by the command, 

This need for recognition fe en importent factor af- 

fecting mornie, The need for commendation when due is: not 

limited to any rank, reting croup, ace, or other clessifi«~ 

Loc, cite 
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cation-=it 4s inherent in the humen being, The simple 
act of calling his subordinates by their names helps to 

show that an offleer recognizes them as individuals and 

thet their performance is not being accredited to an 

unidentified “you, there", Division offloers and the 

senior petty officers should be required to keep the 

performance of thelr subordinates under surveillance _ 

elose enough to insure that individual effort, or lack 

of effort, is noted, Telling a working perty that en as- 

signed job has been done only fairly well works a hard~ 

| ship on the man that put forth a sincere effort and 

similarly lete the group laggard mow he vould be foolish 

to contribute more, The responsible supervisor should be 

in & position te tell Johneon before the group thet he 

head done an excellent job and Jackson privately that he 

should take steps to carry his share of the load, 

Commendable acts, if of sufficient importance, should 

be brought to the attention of all hands, In this cconnece 

tion, 1t is wise to provide many areas in which Individuels 

may @xe@l. “hile everyone say not be the best boxer or 

most alert radex operator aboard ship, competition in many 

fields and among the divisions may be arranged so as to 

enable the greatest number of individuals to attain some 

measure of personal recognition from their shipmates. 

The Field Reasearch Section of the Bureau of Naval Por~ 

sonnel administered questionnaires under assured conditions 
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of anonymity to over 11,000 enlisted separatecs of every 

rate end rating in every mejor separation activity withe 

in the continentel United States in the period between 

Januery enc April 1946, These date were analyzed by 

EB. C. Asman? to compare the morale of various sub-groups, 

broken down on tho besis of duty assignment, Sy talking 

reenlistnent es a oriterion, most of the men would be 

considered to have very low morale: they gave the Navy a 

try and for one reason or another decided against it. 

Their responses tc several questions give weight to the 

importance of recognition of the individual and the 

awarding of credit where due, fo the question "De you 

think your officers were ‘nterested in what you think and 

how you feel about things?” 47% said thet few showed 

interest end that they were pretty much indifferent, and 

24% eaid they ignored or rode rough=shod ever the men's 

feelings. And te the question "Do you think your of- 

ficers generally gave you credit for the work you did?" 

162 replied they kmow they didn't, 19% replied the cf+ 

ficers did not know one way or another, ond 10% replied 

they received oredit only when their work wae not satic- 

factory. 

Commander Asman concludes (in part): 

"RoC, Agman, A Study of Some of the Factors Affecting 
the Morale of Separatecs from the Unitec States Nevy, (un+ 
published thesis, The Chio State University, 150), 
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The conclusion that the t of leader« 
ship these men have expert was not of the 

order is l@. Although there 
some differences between the — 
attitudes in this field of relat 

shine os pe riorg, 7. a the greatest per~ 
a pe t they were not re~- 

cronies. & as wind at + a wth) not receive 
eredait for achievement and did not get fair 
and helpful supervision, 

It is significant that these men were not 
eo much concerned ebout the physical oo. 
om inherent in the different branches of the 
B as they were about their relations with 
the > superiors er the various administrative 
practices which affected them, Yor it is in 
the area of supertoresubordinate relations 
that the St of moralg recer!! existe for the 
improvement of regardless of the branch 
of service involvedse 

Thia conclusion is one in which the writer fully 

GONCUYS » 

The third major morale requirement to be considered 

in thie chapter 1s that of security, The aseurence of 

fair ond equal treatment is of great topertence in proe 

noting a feeling of security in an individual or a croup, 

This is well illustrated in the above mentioned atudy 

where 57% of the separatees questioned cave their impres« 

sion of Mavy justice anc discipline as being unfair or 

inconsistent, whether hard or soft, In this connection, 

a sound principle in persormme!] manscement effectively 

“Tides Pre 83 and 95-86, 
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stressed by Juctus? is to add to fatrness the appearance 

of fairness; be fair, but also appear to be fair, In the 

belief that the majority of naval officers desire to ad~ 

minister justice even-handedly, it may be thet the un~ 

favorable responses to the lant question were occasioned 

by the fact that the Important element of appearing fair 

wes absent in the cases of many of the separatees, The 

important objective of a feeling of security reuains, 

however, and every offort should be made to make sub- 

ordinates feel thet they are to receive just and equi-+ 

table treatment. 

During the war a group of naval aviation cadets 

taking flight training were asked in anonymous inter~ 

views what their present work efficiency was, considering 

their most efficient past work as being 100%, ‘The aver~ 

age cadet was found to be performing at around 65%, As 

these men were anxious to get thelr wings, why were they 

performing at an average of 35% below their peak? In~ 

tensive interviewing suggested two releted negative face 

tora: (1) the pervasive fear of failure, and (2) a fear 

of unfair evaluation of workt,*° 

In such a situation, real efficiensy Is bighly une 

9.3, ductus Ferecene} Kenagement, (Chicago: Richard 
De Irwin, Ince, 18 a De ? 

10543, Navel Academy, Naval lLeadershiv, (Annapolis: 
U.S. Naval Institute, 1048) eee 
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iikely, But 

if the chances of success era reasonably good, 

but fatriy and: inavitabiy depeniont on Sigh 
effort good performance, personal morale 
will be high and work will Se efficient. _ The 
hardship of work will be teken in stride,2t 
In thie situation {t te easily seen that fear (of 

failure ané of unfair evaluation) operated to produce a 

feeling of Insecurity with accomparrying reduced perfor~ 

MOANCE » 

Another aspect of security is a type of atability, 

While military activity 1s not the most predictable there 

is, morale may be seriously affected by incomprehensible 

changes, Thin concept allies itself closely with the ones 

previously discussed, the importance of lmowledze of ob» 

jectives and the reasena why performence is required. it 

may be extended, however, to include the desirability of 

letting subordinates know as far in advance as practicable 

of proposed alterations to an established routine. Ace 

cordingly, it would be poor practice to give a man two 

houre to peck end catch a train for a training school when 

his orders have been aboard ship for a week, Similarly, 

scheduled activities should be carried out as announced, 

If the orew has worked to prepare for an inapection, it 

should not be cancelled at the Inet minute because it may 

Urea. olt. 
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be inconventent to the skippers 

Th connection with this discussion of security and 

stebility, the following has been sald about industrial 

iM unrest: 

Industrial unrest manifests itself in a 
more or leas continuing state of uncertainty, 
uncsesiness, end eimless activity arising out 
rd unaccounted-for fears or unsatisfied Long- 
NES « 

fo seek something better is not to be 
frowned upon either on the pert of individuals 
or on the part of groups, Wise leaders recog- 
nize thet change is e« requisite of peseretes 
The attitudes of people differ markedly with 
reference to “O, Some persone are conati~ 
tutionally of to change, They desire 
security even on s low level if necessary and 
look upon change os endangering their security. 
Other people seem to be constitutionally ead 
for the new end untried, Radical change 1 
aiffierlt for the masses to adiuet to even ‘bough 
they | have advocated it at the time of its 
initiation, Gradual change is, gore in keeping 
with man natural temperament. 

Taking this lesson from industry, the shipboard ad« 

ministrator would do well to seriously consider the pose 

sible effects of proposed actions that may be thought to 

be radically out of line with established precedent, This 

takes us back to the infittal consideration of the imper~ 

tance of keeping #11 hands informed of "why", All the ree 

quirements disouesed in this chapter are highly interrelated, 

and all should be kept in mind in personnel administration. 

1Sy nm. Scott, Ree Clothier SeM, Fathewoon, ond WyR. 
Sprtecel, Personne (ard eds; Mew York: NeGraw- 
H212 ry 1941 » Pe © 3 
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CHAPTER V 

INCENTIVES AND MOTIVATION 

If 4t were possible for a skipper to hand pick his 

crew, he would choose those whom he knew were well ad~ 

jueted and highly motivated toward the service and its 

objectives, Unfortunately, this cannot be done, and the 

best must be made with the manpower assimnec, 

Many military groups are forced groups 
but this does not mean they cannot become of- 
fective groups, If sroup membership is psycho- 
logically rewarding, officers and men will 
ldentify with it, will work for this group and 
not yet y Bein personal advancement or for pur~ 
poses of keeping their prefoessionsal consciences 
clear, But where the group is forced, identi- 
fication with 1% or morale in it cannot bo ox 
pected, te happen automatically, Semo military 
orgenigetions never do become real groups . « « e 
Most military outfits, though initlajly forced, 
do become real and effeative GPOUDB » 

The problem becomes one of making the individuals 

want to become effective, in this chapter considerations 

will be made of providing incentives and motivating per 

sonnel toward « atate of hich morale, In addition to 

positive and negative incentives, sections will be de- 

voted to two typical situations--Indoctrination of now 

U.S, Naval Academy, Navel leadership, (Annapolis: 
U.S. Naval Institute, 1949), ps e 

52 
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mon and the corraction of pest mistakes, 

The specif te positive tneentives available to the 

shipboard administrator are, for the most part, appli-~ 

cations of the fundamontal morale requirenents Atsoussed 

in the preceding chapter, In applying theses orinciples, 

he ia aided by the traditions end prestige of the Naval 

service developed over memy yoare and providing for a cone 

tinulty of purpose and method, ‘pon joining the service, 

the individual finds himaclf identified with a ner groups 

| Bqually important with the various cog- 
nitive and motivational factors affecting 
morale »« » « are those factora of an emotional 
sort having to do with feelings of group 
solidarity, identification, Involvement, and 
the like. These emotional factors are ine 
separable, of course, from all the other 
merale determinants. 

It can be expected that, other things 
being equal, the more closely the individual 
membera identify themelves with the croup 
the hisher the morale of tho group will de, 

Recognizing this fact, over the years tho mllitary 

het made the croup distinctive, peychologicelly and 

physically. Aside from its objectives, it is made dis« 

tinctive by the use of formal leadership, organisation, 

uniform, ceremony, symbols, and the iike, that set 

“David Krech and R,S, Crutehfleld, © 
lems of Social Paychology, ‘New York: HeGraw- 11 
De ° 
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definite boundaries between the members and the non«sembers. 

‘The naturel desire on the part of an individual for group 

a@pprovel end recognition may thus be axploited by the 

military administrator as a positive incentive, 

Commander Harlow writes: 

Therefore, although you cannot neglect such in« 
stitutional factors as the Navy's traditional 
prestige, ceremonies, and other formalities, you 
should remember that they are psychological 
tools and not objectives, 
To every leadership problem you meet, you can 
while following the presortbed "Nevy way", st211 
apply the personal methods of persuasion and 
dominance, It is only in this manner that you 
ean inflinence your men to bring to their taske 
the enthusiasm and the extra ounce of spontaneous 
effort that so often spell the difference between 
failure and success for the whole command, 

Another consideration in the application of basic 

morale-determining principles 19 that participation of the 

individual in group activities is essential, 

Requir the individual to assume responsibilities 
ensures t he will feel more deeply involved and 
identified than if he is permitted to exist pas~ 
aively in the Groupe 
« « « group identification ean be enhanced by in- 
volving the Individual in the group in as many dif~ 
ferent aspects of his personslity as possible,* 

Thus, the positive incentives that the shipboard ad 

ministrator may use are numberless: all applications of 

principles that recesnize fundamental morale requirements, 

A.M, Harlow, "A Now Took at Naval Leadership", U.S. 
Naval Inatitute Proceedings, 76 (Nov. 1950), me 1225, 

“xrech and Crutchfield, ope Cites de 415. 
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Knowledge of one's mission, cne's progress, one's status, 

assurance of fair treatment and opportunity, a fecling of 

group solidarity and individual dignity are 11 vitel to 

good morale, ‘There is no need to plle up evidengse to prove 

that the value contributed to morale by U.5.0. shows and 

the like is at best questionable; the end results accomplished 

by military organisations do not correlate with ontertaine 

ment and veer,” but rather with the application of prine 

@iples basic to the successful handling of men, 

2s Negative Incentives 

Negative incentives, as well as positive incentives, 

are frequently misunderstood, both as to their reason for 

being and their effectiveness, Feer cf a loss is substi-e 

tuted for desire for e gain when negetive incentives are em 

ployed, The loss mey be at many levels: prestice, personal 

frecdom, status, financiel, privileges, life itself. In 

consigering the administration of negative incentives, it is 

well to keep in mind thet it often te the certainty of the 

loss rather then ite severity thet is sreater in deterring 

the undesired behavior, Threatening to eward a severe 

punishment to those caucht in # misdeed will not have the 

Sing writer found very amusing a national advertisement 
Sponsored by the United States Brewers Poundation in April, 
1951, supporting the statement that in time of smercoency 
beer isa osaential to public morales, 
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desired result of preventing the misdeed if the odds are 

poor that one would be caught. 

To be effective, the loss must be a real one. Certain 

punishrents may be thought by seniors to be severe (and 

therefore effective) while in eyes of the guilty one and 

hig group no loss has occured, and, in fact, the “oun tole 

mont™ might result in a higher stetus for the miscreant. 

Getting away with inedequate punishment can be os ex 

hilerating as getting away with forbidden behevior; oither 

can serve te make a man a hero to hie croup. Over a period 

of time thie competition with authority can do creat damage 

to morale. “Great care must be taken in the administration 

of negetive incentives to insure thet this competition does 

not mushroom, espectally clone lines cf informal organie 

sation, A high atate of morale, which implies esoperation 

with authority, will cenernaliy be reached where negative 

| @iscipline is kept ot a minimums the use of positive tne 

centives is creatly preferable to the use of those that 

result in personal or croup losses. ft as this is not 

always possible, a few remarks will be made on the ade 

ministration of punishment, 

The Kavy Inspector teneral® stressed the harm that is 

done to morale and discipline by the use on the part of 

Ssamtreal Hewlett Thebaud, in @ speech te the Midshine 
men ot the U.S. Naval Academy, January 19, 1947. 
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cortain misguided individuals of unofficial punishments 

improvised by themselves, "These may »e effective up te a 

certain point, but in the long mm they do Infinitely more 

harm than good." Their illegal use te imown to the men 

and merely serves to irritate and to arrouse the bitterness 

of resentment. 

fs was brought out in the Aaman study, punishment 

should be fair and just; thie means thet it should be ad= 

ministered impartially and tmpersonaliy, One should be 

made to feel that punishment is coming from the avy and 

not from an individual, either the commanding efficer or 

his representative. This means the elimination of eny 

feelings of persone) dislike, anger, prejudice, and the 

like, It further means that punishment administered should 

be forgotten; personal feelings are likely to develop if 

one if constantly reminded of his correction 

has been proved, Delay may easily lessen its 
value as a corrective measure,” 

Puniahment cannot rectify a mietake once made. Pear 

of poniahment may prevent a mistake: 26 28 a tool, and it 

should not be used otherwise--consteant threatening does 

not serve to build confidence in the organigation and in 

the fustness of superiors, Uvery person In authority 

UseS, Beval ggg ay & 

U.S, Naval Institute, 2 4 L De ate 
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should make certain he does not foster fear of punishnent 

merely to enhance his own preetige; such sotion may easily 

have results opposite to those desirod, 

(ne line of reanoning tending to prove the greater ef~ 

feetiveness of positive over negative incentives is that the 

former develop feelings of croup saccomplishwent and pride in 

the organisation. ‘This pride causes individuals to avoid 

bringing disorediit on the organization, and this sane pride 

caunes the croup to police itself in large measure thereby 

avoiding many disciplinary problems, Pear of croup disap» 

proval may act to deter behavior where fear of individual 

loss, after consideration of the riska of being caught, 

may not, In any case positive Incentives add to morale 

while nogative ones oan at best maintain it. 

Se Indoctrination 

So far thie discussion of motivation has been fairly 

general, The actual application of fundemental morsle 

determinants end incentives will vary from situation to 

gituetion and from ship to ship depending on clroumstances 

end the personalities of the responsible administrators, 

As an example, the problem of indoctrination of newly ar 

rived men aboard ahip may be handled in several ways, This 

section will consider this problem as typical of the many 

that occur in the fleet; it would be impossible te consider 
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them all, One other problem, that of correcting past mise 

taken resulting in « state of low morale, will ve considered 

tm the next soction, 

Then a men reports to a new command, 1t ts desirable 

for him to become an offietent temaauate aa soon as pos= 
sible. "e 4a no different, basically, from the rest of 

the crew; he has the seme needa and his differences from 

the existing group of men are of dezrea rather then of kind, 

With men of long naval service, the integration with the 

crew should not be too long a process; with Inexperleneed 

youngsters, the program should be more carefully planneds 

and recognition of individual aifferences should be made 

in all cases, Many vessels heve found it of value to have 

written procedures to be followed in the indoctrination of 

now mon, Large drafte of man are frequently received 

aboard with little or no advance notice. Ab these times 

on advanes plan or procedure is of creat benefit. 

Recognizing the importance of imowledse of objectives, 

the new man, during his indootrination, sheuld learn the 

objectives of hie ship, ite characteristics, and what ite 

mission ie, He should leam the objectives of his depart 

ment and the gang to which he fe assigned, The exhausting 

work of periodically servicing a torpedo becomes more 

reasonable when one understands the importence of this 

servicing to the proper functioning of the torpedo and the 
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successful completion of one of a destroyer's misstons. 

Provision should be mee for the recognition of the 

mew man as an individusl, One plan ise for a responsible 

petty officer, chosen for his interest, to take a small 

group around, showlng them their compartments, Introducing 

them to the group with which they will be assigned, and 

generally displaying an interest in their getting settled, 

If a new men hes a feanily, end if cireuneteances pormit, to 

grant reasonable liberty to get them settled tn a strange 

sity will go @ long way to getting him off to « good start-< 

it is widely recognized thet a new arrival is of little 

value and fails to lear if serious domestic problema are 

on hie mind, Such recognition of individual needs makes 

for a frame of mind receptive te his new assicnment. The 

interest ef the comuand in the individual, of which these 

examples are but a fow of many, prepares the way for 

interest of the individual in the cemsand, The reverse 

also holds: it is tmprobeble thet @ men wlll show interest 

in the corpmand if none is shown him, ith small initial 

effort, a sound basis for future retattcns may be establi-~- 

shed from the begining. If the new man hae an outstanding 

record from his last duty station, it will not hurt to let 

him know it has followed him, And if he has e name, it 

should be learned and used, 

Pigora end Myers write: 
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A fvlemily weloone to the or zation is 
not the only HB dig nn of nod bation, howe 

; ampLoy 
services it offore the rie lictes 
that will affect alge ouher 

eae oe iret ere, 
ané in the armed services ig so favorable in 
terms of aubsequent omployee satisfaction and 
performance thet no organization, except - 

hip’ proveduee Fron its pervonne! progrems? 
Security in the new man should be developed as soon 

as possible, Knowing where he fite in the cerganisetion 

end what the organization expects of him is of great im- 

portance, The indoctrination of the new man eboard ship 

should include an explanation of the ahip'a organization, 

ship's orfers and policies, procedures he should know, 

end who the key individuals ere thet he will have deal- 
ings with. It is one thing te tell a man that the pay~ 

master tales care of all pay records ard another te take 

him to the supply office end tell him thet Lt, Suith will 

be glad te see him at 1050 any weckday to register en 

Hllotment to his dependents, The less the new arrival 

feels he is at the mercy of a disinterested “system” the 

greater will be his sonse ef security, The whole ine 

doctrination program should be aimed at giving the new man 

S Paul Pigorm and CyA, Myers, 
(Mow York: MoeGrewelfili, 1947 s De 
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@ sense of belonging to his organization, 

The second problem to be considered in connection 

with the shipboard application of principles of morale 
48 that of correcting mistakes made in the past that have 

resulted in an organization's having @ low morale, This 

can be either the entire command oy any segesont thereof. 

In any case, 1t 1s well to attempt to discover where end 

why morale ls poor, In this connection, in industry it 

has been found that: 

4n anglysis of the morale of various groups 
may reveal wholly ee (i results, Yor in« 
atence, the rank-and-file workers may score higher 
then the minor executives, a condition tnat may 
indicate toa top management that they heve talcen 
too much for granted In connection with their 
treatment of these minor executives, uployees 
of from 5 te 10 years' service may show a lover 
morale score than shorter service employoos, 
Older employeos with the same length cf service 
as younger employoses often show a higher morale 
score than the younger exupleyces, These results 
are not easily explained, Uowever, a determina~ 
tion of the facts may lend to further investi- 
gation as to causes that will lead to corrective 
measures either in initial employment and 
training oF in the handling of leng-service 
employees, . 

While this method of locating poor morale may hold 

abonrd ship, it is more probable that the grouping will be 

esas Clothier, Mathewson, and Spriegel, ope cites 
De i @ 
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by ¢epartments or gangs rather then an over-all age divi+ 

gion, If this proves to be ao, the individual in charge 

of the dissatisfied group should be evaluated in the light 

of what basic principles he 1s failing te apply. 

Amd as to determining why morale is poor, in industry 

it hae been found that: 

map oyeeenttitude studies provide ome of the 
mont va lo methods of datermining the ourront 
status of personnel relations, These studies may 
reveal that supervision is satiefactery but 
working conditions ere not In keeping vith the , 
@nployeos' desires, that wages ave no ma eta 
but that superviston is entirely inadequate, that 
the training program ie not meeting the require- 
ments of the employees, thet promotions in the 
eves of the employees are not being made on merit 
or a other aspects of personnel managoment thet 
are vitel to effective operation of the enterprinaes, 

Managoment as ea rule ts desirous of doing the 
right thing for ite employees but is often baffled 
to know what is the right thing te de and what the 
employees’ reactions are to whet is being done. 

As @iequesed in the previous chapter, ehipbeard 

measurement of morale dees net take advantage, as doses ine 

dustry, of formal attitude studies, Towever te determine 

reasons for poor morale, some measure of attitudes must 

de made: one cannot correct a situation when the reasons 

for that situation are not known, Repvonsible seniors 

Should male theiy entimates of attitudes as accurate as 

posetble by studying methods of Interviewing aml by 

training to observe reflectiona of morele, Fer omeample, 

LO zp ides Doe BLG«G » 
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one should recognize insubordination as an index of more 

ale, and one should, through formal or informal inter~ 

views, be able to strike at the roots or reasons for this 

migoontuct, This should be done not merely to punish the 

offender but to enable the causes to be identified and 

eliminated, | | 
The actuel rebuilding of s high state of morale cone 

sists of applying basic principles, The following dise 

cugeion will illustrate how over a period of shout two 

years morale of a neval air station was raised from e 

Aiscouraging low to a very high state,’2 ‘the principles 

used are coneidere’ to be valid afloat or ashere, The 

command {n question was charged with training enlisted 

aviation ratings, ‘when the activity was reactivated after 

‘peverel years in «a stand-by status, the morale was poor, 

The preblem wee appreached and solved through the enlisted 

inetructors attached to the corsend, Formerly they had 

been berthing and meesing slongside the trainees; they 

were given barracks end mess halle of their own, Formerly 

their hours of inatruction were unbalanced and unequals 

the teaching load was distributed, each instructor taught 

& meximum of six hours « day and war assured of two hours 

lustertal for this Atseusston was obtetned br inter~ 
views with personnel of the Naval Air Technicel Training 
Command, notably Mr, J.C. Howard, in Jenuary, 1051. 
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free, these periods following a pre-plamed schedule, The 

instructors were given authority commensurate vith thelr 

responsibilities, they were awamled extra privileges end 

ineentives, and their individual achlevements were recege 

nized, For outetending work or new ideas, the cnlisted 

instructors hed their accomplishments published and accred- 

ited to them by meme and rete, ‘Thus pride and appreciation 

of the importance of the duties of the rate as well as of 

the individual was ecknowledgedy photographs and articles 

in publications distributed service-wide carried greater 

prestige than just in a paper published for the ocmarnd, 

though the station paper wes cevoloped into an oxcellent 

ONG.» 

The morale of the students was improved by the now ate 

tituies of their instructora, The instructors were in the 

Glass to help; the echool was vocational, anc scholarship 

for its own sake was not the goal, The enlisted instrusce 

tore could speak on the level of the students, yot there 

wan no frivolity and the instructors required respect, All 

hands were impressed with the fact that claims were to be 

backed up: if the men were promised something, they could 

expect to got lt. 

iévisory boards were established to counsel and advise 

mon on academic, porsenal, financial and other problems, 

This service, while voluntary, became populer when the sine 
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eore interest of the boards in the men had been denon~ 

strated, 

Service facilities were expanded, Each man upon ree 

porting for duty receives a packet containing instructions, 

information on housing, maps of the area, ami tips on whet 

to do with their famftly, prices, points of interest, recre- 

ation, and tho like. he process of cheoling in was sine 

plified and localised; in the past it hed required travele 

ing 23 miles to complete, °n departure, the checking ont 

process was cut to 1-1) days, 

Clubs for the recreaticn of chief petty officers and 

petty officers are cared for by their members; they offer 

excellent entortrinnent ani recreation features, Other 

activities include clube for conducting almost any hobby» 

a garage where the mon may bw parts at cost and repair 

their eutomobiles with tools provided, musical and drae 

matic groups, and the like. In all instances, the success 

of the recreation program is due te active participattoms 

This is held to be on element vital to the success of 

similar programs, regardless of the sige of the organte 

gation, ashore or afloat. 

When this comsand was reactivated, the grounds and 

buildings wore badly runedown, Realising that the physical 

appearance of the plant effects morale, a leng-range plan 

of beautifying the station was put inte effect. Personnel 
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mow attached to the command may take pride in their 

Sy making instructing carry more prestige, the duty 

has become more deslrable-smany instructors return again 

for duty et this station at their own request, Relations 
between the navel personnel, the civilian employees ani 

the townspeople are excellont, ‘The command conducted a 
| emapaign in the local papers to effect this cordial 

Bituation,. Articles aimed at educating the townspeople 

carried messages such as those thet reminded then that the 

sailor is thelr neighbor's boy, that he probably misses 

his own home, and whet are they doing about 1t? This cane 

paign has been highly successful, with many servicene 

finding social outlets in the olty's homes, canteens, 

clubs and churches. 

Tron the above example, it should bo clear that morale 

Gan be Improved, no matter how badly it may appear to have 

Slipped. Considerable ingenuity 1s often required, howe 

ever, in applying morale-buillding principles, one cevice 

found helpful is the use of so-called “morale-carriors”, 

those individusis respected by their fellows snd commanding 

moaro~than-average sttention in the informal organization, 

By comvincing them of the honest interest and intentions 

of their superiors, they may carry or convey this interest 

to members of the command who for cne reason or another 
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gannot be reached directly, The element of rapport is of 

great importance tn exchanging views, ideas and destres-« 

it ts impossible to talk with a person who will not Listen, 

fo achieve cooperation, cormunmilantion 4s ensentials this 

may be accomplished in many Instances by dealing with the 

influential, the respected, and the interested monbors of 

the command, 
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CHAPTER VI 

THTERVIEV ING | 

Communieation is essential in directing human activity, 

A serious conversation directed to a purpose other than 

satisfaction in the convoreation itself ts an intorviews; it 

ineludes facial expression, gestures, inflection, and other 

means of freeeto~-face communication as well an spolren vrords: 

they all contribute to the purposeful oxchange of information 

which is the interview.) Some activities demand greater ex» 

perienoo and expertness in interviewing than others; some 

professions~~law, medicine, social and psychological tnvestie 

gation, to neme a few--havo developed effective techniques to 

accomplish their ends, <A knowledge of the problems end proe 

cedures of these experts is of great help to the administra 

tor upon whose handling of men the morale of his organisation 

may depends 

The nature of the interview varies with the use te which 

it is to be puts these uses heave been rednced fundanontally 

to three: fact finding, informing, and motivating.® In other 

lwalter Bingham end 2,V, Moore, Tow to Interview, (Sra 
ed.; New York: Harper & Brothers, 1344), De Le 

2Tbides Pe 27 
69 
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words, a person is interviewed in orler to learn something 

from him, to tell him something, or to influence his 

feelings or his behavior. 

Aspects of the first two uses of the interview that 

are of value to the naval cfficer will be considered in 

this chapter, The following chapter on counseling will 

consider pertinent aspects of the second and third funda« 

mental uses of the interview, 

The objective of the interview should, first of ail 

be clear in the mind of the interviewer, It has been the 

experience of the writer that formality ie not e nocessary 

ingredient to the success of an interviews; the establish- 

ment of rapport is of greater importance, whether tho cobe 

jective of the interview is to determine imowledge about 

specific events or an interviewee's own attitudes and 

feelings. 

The interview technique to determine facts should be 

used with caution and discriminatingly; if more reliable 

sources, such as documents or actual observation of 

situations, are avalleble, the interview is usually un+ 

Schapter 2, Bingham and Moore ORs ohbey contains @ com~ 
plete discussion of this aubject, boxe r with 60 major 
points of consideration and suggestions for interviewers, 
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desirable. Here, it may most profitably be used to de-~ 

termine leads and gain access to more objective data. 

The interview may be a useful tool with relation to 

psychopathology: 

The officer will not be called upon 
course, to diagnose or treat any extreme pan. nar Mag deviant 
behavior, But he should be able to pnee Phor abe 
normal behavior when it ogcure in his unit. ‘Since 
the abnormal is almost always merely an oxtreme 
form of the normal, the atudy of everyday behavior 
should eid in recognising the serious departures 
from the normal, 

To underetand and control human behavior 
either normal or abnormal, wo need to deal with 4t 
on the level of causal dynenios rather than in 
terms of superficial common sense, 

The interview is a valuable technique for studying 

human nature as it may be directed to the discovery of what 

liee behind behavior, 

As the interview to determine facta is only loosely 

connected to the topic of this thesia, this subject will not 

be developed beyond the above comments. Reference was made 

to an outstanding work in this field, ‘The importance to 

morale of accurate fact-finding and investigating, as in 

misconduct reports and charges of neglect of duty, is, 

nevertheless, creat, and not to be underestimated by reason 

of the brevity of this section, 

4u.8, Navel dcadeny, Hava) lasiership, (Annapolis: U.5. 
Naval Inatitute, 1949), pe * 
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Chapter ITI contrasted the use of attitude studies 

in industry and in the naval service, In the Navy, the 

poll has never been appreciably used, either to directly 

determine action or to measure morales, Thus a study of 

the personal interview, as used to throw light on at+ 

titudes, to measure them, and to alter them, may prove of 

value to the fleet. | 
4 Personal interviews have been used in industry to ace 

complish the threefold purpose of supplying management with 

information regarding conditions and attitudes, releasing 

the will to work among employees and supervisors inter- 

viewed, and building up a supply of valueble case material 

to be brought to the attention of supervisors and execu~ 

tives .© 

| As a means of achteving insight, interviewing 

+..." °°: 
Similar benefite may be obtained by the shipboard ad-~ 

ministrator, without lessening the prestige of military 

command or risking accusation of conducting a "popularity 

poll", on obstacle to the use of attitude surveys. Bene- 

fite of intelligent interviewing could accrue to all cone 

Sningham and Moore, ope ites che 9, "Interviewing 
Workers about Employer-Employee atlonships." 

Spaul Pigors and CeAy Myers, Pore 
(New York: MeGrawellZ11, 1947), pe SO. 
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cerned; it is unnecessary to document the statement that 

fallure to communicate easily lesde to misunderstanding 

amd conditions unfaverable to good morale, Tt is not an 

indleation of leck of leadership or fatlure te command for 
ons in a position of responsibility te consult with sub- 
ordinates; this 1s recognized by the great majority of 

military administrators, However to increase the effeotive- 

nese of such communications by the practice of proved iInter- 

view techniques is an objective, the accomplishment of which 

warrants study by those who interview, Uiteoremias methods 

may be replaced by those found to be more solentifie, The 

techniques of the interview need not be saved for special 

or formal oecasions; they should be an integral part of 

day-toeday functions, The skilled administrator will have 

rapport with his subordinates developed in order that they 

will not worry “what did I de wrong now?” every tine they 

are summoned for a consultation, Ne will have them acaus- 

tomed to the situation of the interview in order thet the 

required comaunications may be made quickly end effectively. 

This requirement of rapport, a harmonious relationship, 

could theoretically extend through the chain of command, It 

1e not to be expected that ell seamen would feel at ease 

talking to an admiral face-to-face, but, and again theoreti«- 

cally, he should be able to talk to him through ‘{ntermediate 

authorities, Human nature, however, insures the odds that 
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somewhere along; the line the communication will be broken, 

In discussing one rule of interviewing industrial 

workers, Roethlisberger and Dickson write: 

The interviewer should do everything to help 
the worker feel at ease, There are many aifferent 
ways of accomplishing thia ond, « « « The worker 
ig likely to be resentful of any "alsplay of aubhor~ 
ity, or of any indication of his social euboriina}e 
tion, The interviewer, therefore, should guard 
hinsélf against displaying authority in any of its 
forms, ‘“e should not give any orders to re intere 
viewee, and, of course, he should never violate any 
confidence given to him, We should also avoid the 
more subtle forms of displaying authority, such aa 
contradicting the worker, Interrupting him, 
taking the rolg of the teacher, or treating his 
ideas” Lightiy. 

The conductors of this research program found it neces- 

gery to obtain their interviewers from persons not in the 

hierarchy of authority in order to achieve the rapport 

needed to reveal the desired data, the feclings of the 

workers, Therefore, the military chain of command, pos- 

eibly more so then the industrial, due to the great 

Significance placed on rank and authority, should not be 

relied upon for a free flow of expreseions of feolings and 

attitudes, Human proclivity to respect rank, one's ape 

prehension of authority, preventa it. 

This being the case, that a responsible administrator 

may not rely upon his immediate subordinates to relay the 

"Pee Roethlisberger and W.d, Dickson, Management and 
the vo (Cambridge: Tarvard University Press, e De 

8 work is en account of a personnel research progran 
panes Myre by the Western Electric Company, Hawthorne Yorks. 
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sentiments of those below, how is he to obtain a picture 

of what they are thinking? Several possibilities present 

themselves, Arbitrarily discarding the attitude survey 

technique as being non grata in contemporary military 

circles, these possibilities involve the planned inter-~ 

view. | 

Pirst, to parallel the Newthorne mothod, trained 

interviewers from without the command, having no military 

authority and identifying no individual, could be employed, 

This would, in the opinion of the writer, be a hard pro- 

gvem to sel) individual commanding officers, responsible 

officers whe are by training Jealous of their prerogatives 

and position, and officers without whose support the pro} 

gram could hardly sueceed, 

Second, some officers heve personalities such that it 

is easy for them individually and succesafully to contact 

members of their command at #11 levels in the chain, They 

are dependent on no one for measures of morale: they are 

aiso fow in number, 

Third, the training of all officers could include 

study of interviewing techniques and supervised practice to 

develop the ability to osteblish rapport thet o11 do not 

inherently possess, ‘Such a program, if successful, could 

eateblish the chain of command as the comauniont ion line of 

feelings upward as well ee the Line that distributes orders 

1 =n 
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downward « 

The following conclusions of the Secretary of War's 

Board on Offieer+Enlisted Men's Relationships, headed by 

General Doolittle, which held hearings in the spring of 

1946, represent a considerable departure from traditional 

militery thought but are considered appropriate to this 

aiacussion on communication, 

The causes of poor relationships between 
es officers and enlisted personnel are 
traceable, in general, to two main factors: 

&» Undenlably poor leadership on the part 
of e emall percentage of those in poeitions of 
wen ee 

om that permits and encourages a 
wide officiel and social gap i a commissioned 
officers and enlisted personnel 

The gap between senior and subordinate, the distance 

aorose which it is necessery to communicate, can be nar~ 

rowed by better techniques of comsunication, Tt is obe 

vious that official rank, hence gap, is necessary in a 

military organization just aa it ip in business or else+ 

where, And no culture is without ite groups, hence gape. 

Abuses should be corrected’, however, and to thie end the 

Doolittle Foard recommended (in part): 

in addition to the training in teche 
nical yn each (officer) candidate . « « 
receive much more comprehensive instruction in 
command responsibilities, personnel management, 

Pg in Semel Ie Stouffer et al Th ric 
maths SETTLE 
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and human relations .® 

This third possible method for keeping responaible 

officers informed on matters of attitude and feelings-« 

morale--is held te be the most sound, As a military unit 

or organization, a naval vessel is self-sufficient as far 

ne possible, Therefore it ia not tenable to rely on oute 

side experts to investigate and report findings of their 

interviews, And that too Cow officers can, without trains 

ing, eateablish effective centact and communicate with 

their subordinates ig supported by the “ooelittle “card 

findings. 

Training of a11 officers in hwsan relations ise a 

desirable goal, but until such time as it is accomplished, 

hit-oremiss techniques will continue to prevail. 

While 4t+ is not the purpose of this chapter to tell 

how to interview or to analyze the techniques, the fole 

lowing considerations are held to be pertinent: 

In the interview I use a number of simple 
rules or ideas, I listen, I do not interrupt. 
i refrain from making moral judgments about the 
opinions expressed. I de not express my own 
opinions, beliefs, or sentiments, I avoid 
argument at all costa, I do this by seeing to 
it that sponker's sentiments de not react 
On My OWN. , 

And: 

SIbides De 380, 
1Onoethlisberger end Dickson, ops cites prs 92-95. 
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Personal interviewing is not only the —_ 
of the personnel specialist but of everyone 
Senay and executive senpeunibihiaee Rightly 

oee it forestalls irritations, a carne 

hosetitty, makes friends, and releasea the will to 

*ohe raon who does the interviewing learns 
much about human nature « « » »« The experience 
of interviewing thus conati tutes @ Valuable 
feature for the training, 9f supervisors and 
prospective supervirord, 

Alao: | 

The fact that is waually reises more questions 
than it anevery is not wholly to the discredit of 
the Interview, 

llpingham and Moore, QRe Citas De 1605 
I2Thides De 145, 
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CHAPTER VII 

COUNSELING - 

Counseling attempts to bring about ea constructive 

change of attitudes on the part of the counseles through 

individual, face-to-face contacts, This extension of the 

interview process deals with individuals who are male 

adjusted, perplexed, feiling, delinquent, and the like. 

Its aim is to help these individuals leave their inter- 
views somewhat better adjusted to their problems and 

facing realities of life more constructively.- 

The previous chapter pointed out the real need for a 

program aimed at training administrators in the naval ser- 

vice to develop competency in interviewing. ‘Sy oxtonding 

this competency, some could become proficient in the field 

eof counseling, Aboard ship, as elsewhere, effective coun~ 

seling can contribute to group morale by helping better the 

adjustment of individuals, hence their behavior, As coune 

seling is not conducted on a group basis, and as the proe 

cosa is a time-consuming one, its application would of 

loarl R. ROGOTS » TROIS and Psychotherapy, (foston: 
Houghton-Mifflin, 1942), Che I. 
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necessity be limited, In this respect, consideration may 

well be given to treatment of the more influential persons 

who find themselves out of step with the organization, By 

helping them to regain a weli~adjusted position, the morele 

of the group may be improved, 

Although most of the statements made about 
* « « counseling apply with equal force to any 
military organization, whether in trdining or in 
combat, there has been very little use of a 
counseling approach in the vast war program 
which has been inaugurated in this country. 
The failure to use such a tool is due in part, 
no doubt, to the usual cultural lag in trans- 
lating new discoveries inte effective working 
programs, it may also be caused in part by the 
tendency of the military mind to think in terms 
of a mass, rather than an individualised, approach. 
Yet there are many reasons to suppose that our 
growing knowledge of gn tyr teagan could be of~ 
fectively used in the military program. 

Counseling has been used at naval shore establish 

ments such as the Training Centers where recruits are 

helped to adjust to authority, new social groupings, and 

an uncertain future. It if used in the training of many 

military specialties, such as flying, diving, submarine 

service, and the like, And it is used, finelly, in the 

readjustment of psychological casualtios. Out during the 

great majority of the time an individual is in the service, 

between his entrance and his exit, unless he is given 

training for extra-hazeardous duty or sent to a hospital, 

2Ibide, pe Ge 
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he has little if any opportunity for receiving scientific 

counseling. 

In the belief that a counseling program ie valuable 

and worthwhile in the day-to-dey life aboard ship, this 

chapter will sumuarize the old and the new viewpoints in 

counseling, the work that haa been done in other forma of 

administration, industriel and government, and the bene~ 

fits that have rosulted, 

Almost everyone who was ever placed in a position 

where advice was sought will recognize the continuing use 

of many of the old techniques and approaches presented in 

this section. They assume that the counselor is in a 

position of competency such that he is able to judge what 

the individual seeking help should do. One of the oldest 

ia that of ordering and forbidding; this technique has 

been laid eside in modern psychotherapy, not because of 

ite lack cf humanitarian feeling, but because it has 

proved ineffective: it does not basically aslter human be- 

havior. 

& e@aond ‘approach, mow in disrepute, is that of exe 

horteations; an individual was worked up to a point where 

SIbid os Che II, passim. 
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he would promise to achieve some worthwhile goal and would 

thus supposedly bind himself with his good intentions. The 

most common sequel to this technique is a relapse; no real 

change is mado. 

A third approach is the use of suggeation, in the sense 

of reassurance and encouragement, in the hope that the moti-~ 

vation of the individual will be strengthened, Sut telling 

@ ocounselee that he is getting better tends to deny the 

problem which exists, as woll as the feelings of the indie 

viduel toward his problem. 

While these older methods are of historical interest 

te the trained counselor, they are in current use today by 

the well-meaning but uninformed person who may attempt to 

alter behavior or attitudes through the medium of coune 

S@linge Alao in use are the techniques of ceiving advice 

and intellectual interpretation. 

The practice of giving advice has two major weake 

nesses, The individual whe has a good deal of independence 

tends to reject suggestions in order to retain his own in« 

tegrity. And, on the other hand, the person who has little 

independence, who leans on others for decisions, is driven 

aeeper into his dependency. 

Intellectual interpretation relies on an explanation 

of the basic reasons for an individual's behavior to him, 

assuming that such explanation would result in changod ate 
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titudes and behavior, It overlooks the fact that while 

the counselor's interpretation in a case may be quite 

correct, that does not make it any more acceptable to the 

individual concerned, Such explanation has value only to 

the extent that it is accepted and assimilated by the 

counselee; his behavior is not changed very effectively 

simply by giving his an intellectual picture of its pate 

A newer peyehothorapy has been deseribed by Rogers 

and includes numerous remifications, many of which are 

largely in a atate of experiment and many of which ere not 

considered to be appropriate to adaptation te shipboard 

use by nonemedical personnel, ‘Yithout quite extonsive 

training, beyond that possible te give a non-specialist, 

many phases of this new therapy are out of the question, 

The basic characteristics of 1t, however, are of interest 

and warrant further study on part of those who counsel, It 

is granted that shipboard administraters who are placed in 

positions where counsel is sought should operate on a level 

commensurate with their training and experience, and they 

should not assume qualifications not held, A knowledge of 

the basic concepts of this new approach to counseling, 

however, cannot but help avoid many misconceptions on the 
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subject, misconceptions that are currently widespread in 

the fleet where "giving advice" is a ready solution to 

anyone's problems, | 

The basic hypothesis, upon which Nogere bases his 

client-centered work, is briefly put as follows: 

Effective counseling consists of a definitely 

the client to gain en unterstending of himself to 
in the light of his new orientations’ 
This approach relies heavily on the individual drive 

toward adjustmont, Therapy here is not a matter of doing 

something to an individual, or of imducing him to do some» 

thing about himself, as it is a matter of freeing him for 

normal development and of removing obstacles to this de-~ 

velopment, ‘his approach places greater stress on the 

emotional aspects than upon the intellectual aspects of 

the situation, This recognizes that most: malad fustments 

are not fallures in imowing; the thief knows 1t le wrong 

and inadvisable to steal, but he frequently continues to 

deo ao because of the omotional satisfaction such acts proe 

vide, Further, this new approach places greater stress on 

the immediate situation than on the individual's past; 

Hogers feels that significant emotional patterns show up 

as well in present adjustment as in pest history, A final - 

“Ipides De 18. 
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characteristic of this new approach is that the interview 

iteelf, the relationship with the counselor, is a growth 

experience in itself; other approaches expect the indi~ 

vidual to grow and change and make better decisions after 

the interview is over,” 
This counseling reletion in which the counselor does 

not decide, direct, or advise, but rether helps the indi- 

vidual think and decide for himself, requires a total lack 

of coercion, The adaptability of this method to shipboard 

use is questioned, For if the counselor should not make 

the decisions for the counseles, it is equally true that 

someone must do so if the individual is net able, intel- 

leotually and emotionally, to think for himself, ‘Such is 

the case with many, both in and out of the service; the 

time required to bring such cases up te par by strictly 

nonedirective methods would appear to be prohibltive.s 

The Army found that if the civilien worker's problem 

concernea his job primarily ané he noeded some facts to 

Clarify his thinking, it was well to let him "sound off" 

his opinions for twe reasons: "Pipst, it lets the supere 

visor know how the employee feels about the situation, 

which is very importent »« « » « Second, it clears the air 

so that the omployee can accept any objective. informa 

P Sipig. These main characteristics are abstracted 
rom * * . 
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tion » « « without the mental resistance caused by une 

expressed feelings about the matter."© 
Tis nay bo practicable in civilian practice, but is 

herily adeytable to the military--the process of “sounding 

eff" te ido prone to lead to a report of insubordinations 

Further: 

If the counselor possess formal authority, it 
would tend to weaken the supervisor-oemployee 
relationship because it would inevitably take 
from the supervisor some of hia responsibilities 
in dealing with poople. In the last analysis 
the supervisor is and must be gesponsible for 
the handling of his employees, 

This, to repeat, does not preclude the value to shipe 

board counselors of knowledge of the principles of this 

techniques 

Cronbach writes: 

_ The clientecentered point of view proposed 
by Rogers has been a controversial topic, but 
most sounselora have found his suggestions ace 
ceptable and desirable at least in part. 

Kost counselors compromise with the none 
_ Girective approach to some degree because of 
administrative conditions or other reasons, 
Even where the = is not purely non 
directive, emphasizing the client's responsi-+ 
bility 1s a helpful technique, 

« « « 1% should not be assumed that pre- 
seriptive mothods are obsolete, They are widely 

Sschuyler Haslett, The Superviger's Job in Human Rela- 
tions» (Kangeas OLt Quaxterman ter ere Bay Services 
orces, 1945), pe 15. 

Twar Department, Bapl 
Grfective Utilization of Manpower Se 
(December, 1245), Section IV, pe Se 
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used under many tances, Some coun 
selors prefer them. — 

Preseriptive counselors usually organize 
their work to obtain as wide a variety of ine 
formation about the client as possible, malin 
a wise interpretation, and bring the citent: 
te base his action on this information, While 
they reapect the right of the client to choose 
between alternatives cf merit and do not foree 
even a wise course cf action upon him, their 
emphae ig is on keeping the client from making 
OPrors » 

Theso comments have much to recommend them to neval 

personnel in counseling positions. 

4n outgrowth of the research done at the Uawthorne 

Worke, counseling le an important phese of human relations. 

Its significance was highlighted by orld War Ils in 1045 

there were ostimgted to be about 360 counseling positions 

in the Federal departmental service, comprising abeut 

200,000 omployses,? The techniques are not firmed, and 

much research is needed to perfect them, Rooethlisherger 

and Dickson recognized that personnel counseling is not a 

cure-n11 and that it "1s still en experiment and is not ree 

garded as a panecea for all employee relations problems,"10 

Stee Js Cronbach, Essentials of Psychological Testing, 
(New York: Harper % Brothers, 1049), che 16, “The 0 
feat Results in Counseling". 

Reported in Wel, losher, Jee Kingsley, and 0.1. 
Public nnol Administration, (Srd eds; New York: 

Herper & Srothera, LYO0), Pe GU. 

1Oy,d, Roethlisberger and Weld, Dickson, Manag 
the Worker, (Cambridge: Narvard University Press, 
pe 2 . 
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The work of Rogers and others in the fleld of coun+ 

seling cannot, obviously, be reduced, here or elsewhere, 

to & handy series of rules or maxims, Concentrated work, 

study, and practice are needed to comprehend much ef what 

ie vead, In the light of the neods of shipboard adminis- 

tratora in the areas of interviewing and counseling, much 

Gould be done to present the work of leaders in these 

fields to the service in a form that cculd be put to prace 

tical uses 
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ORAPTER VIIT 

EVALUATION OF PERFORMANCE 

The administrative action of evaluating performance 

of subordinates 1s common te industriel, military, 

governmental, practically all organizations of any ape 

preciavle size, Such determination of the value of an 

individual, having te do with how a job is done, as ope 

posed to the job rating which has to do with what a job 

consists of, can be effective in promoting a healthy state 

of moralo, a9 well as accomplishing other objectives. 

These objectives of personnel rating must be adapted to the 

ends desired of the 6valuation program; they will be dige 

guessed in a section of this chapter, Further, techniques 

im use and in the research atage of developeent, both 

military end nonemilitery, will be surveyed and contrasted, 

Pinally, & section will be devoted to aspects significant 

to the evaluation of naval personne] aboard ships 

Problems of pergonnsi rating are of long standing and 

great complexity, Much literature has accwmiated on the 

subject, and cousiderable research ia being conducted te 

develop better techniques, This cdiepter will bo especially 

59 
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concerned with evaluation as it affects morale, 

A pregran of evaluating individual performance, like 

other personnel tools, is not on end in iteelt, 12 not te 

be expected to function at a high level if not integrated 

with other tools, and must be designed and administered 

with the results that are desived in mind, ‘The main reason 

for ite being is to increase the evonomy and effectiveness 

with which an orgenizetion performs its functions, The 

apecific objectives which may be accomplished by the 

evaluation of individual performance may be considered ‘under 

four needinga e+ 

First, to develop atendards of satisfactory porfor~ 

mance--delineating the quantity amd quallty of work that is 

adequate for the interests of the organisation, 

Second, to improve employee performance by identifying 

and measuring strong and weak points of individual perfor 

manoe, recording objectively these evaluations, civing one 

 gouragement to employees in their work, and giving cone 

structive counsel concerning Individual shortcomings. 

Third, to refine and validate persomnel techniques-«to 

eheck qualifissiion requirements, placement, examinations, 

lmmese headings are modifications of those set forth 
vy 0.0, Stahl Poverhanting rederal at gong Ratings,“ 
Perecnne] Ainfnistration, September, 1043, pe 12. 
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training, adjustment and progress. 

Fourth, to objectify and justify the application of 

 ~personnel policies--in selection for advancenent, transfer, 

wage or salary increase, and other recognition of supertor 

or inferior service, 

Some of these basic objectives, and their modificationm, 

are etressed more then others, which may or may not be come 

Pletely ignored, by varying organisations depending on the 

ends to be achieved, Yor example, in industry « moat impor. 

tant policy question in promotion is the relative signifle 

eanoce of seniority and ability, Demands of unions for proe 

motion by strict seniority can be met by management only by 

ineleting that ability be considered the most important face 

tor and then by cdexonstrating the falrnesa end cbjectivity 

of this poliey by selecting for promotion theses employees, 

who, om the basis cf performance records and employes 

reting, ere clearly superior to their fellow employoon .* 

Here, the performance evaluation program would be developed 

with the main otjective being the justification of « com- 

pany prometion policy; @ proven one that recognises that 

ability and not senlority should determine prometion, An 

other objective stressed im this example could well be the 

periodic discussion with an individual of his ratings; if 

2 reaur Pivorg and CyA, Myers, Person 
(ew York: MeGraweHill, 1047), pe 1? 
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he is not selected for advancement, he will imow why, and 

his will to work stands lese change of boing destroyed by 

his thinking he was passed over in favor of another em 

ployee with more “pull",. On the other hand, the objective 

of developing standards of satisfastory performance may be 

neglected entirely by industry in the face of a tight 

labor market. 

In the Federni Civil Service, however, the emphasis is 

on the first two major objectives outlined above, The 

Hoover Comuission hes even urged thet "ability and service 

“pecords” should be used only for supervisor-employee cone 

ference, vith e view to developing employee porfornance, 

and net to govern salary increases, layoffa, or dis~ 

missals.° 

In the Nevy today, 1t is the opinion of the writer 

(1) thet the greatest emphasis te on performance evaluation 

thet tenda to objectify selection for further eduaation or 

training, advancement, and transfer to billete requiring 

specific abilities, and (2) that the objective of tmproving 

individual performance is not sufficiently stressed, This 

will be discussed in following pages, 

Thus the cbjectives of a program of evaluation may be 

altered and tailored to suit the needs of an organigeation, 

Coretintes on cvamatans sem of me Busoutive Branch of 
The egy ome Pore the 
Songress, ( 
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and the results desired mist be determined prior to setting 

up & program if it is to be of value, 

Any process of estimation involves the sub jectiveness 

of the personelity of the estimator, end the resulting 

@valuation becomes even less cbjective when another per. 

sonality, that of the individual being judged, enters the 

pictures, Thue, in order to discount the effect of this 

second perscnality, production records may be made the 

besia of performance evaluation in the cage of work of a 

highly repetitive or routine natures This method is often 

found in industry, and it is readily adapted to determfiq 

nation of wages, as in plecerork payment sy stor. Even 

here it is only one basis of judging an amployee, as pore 

sonality factors exe important In even routine jobs, In 

selection for promotion, for example, the best worker is 

not necessarily the best foreman materlal, Uevertheless, 

production is one basis of evaluation of Individual pere 

formance, and one thet tende toward greater objectivity. 

its use is not seen ae much in the Pederal Civil Sorvies 

as in industry, This is in part due to the fallure to 

émphasize production in governaent service eané in part to 

the fact that most governmental unite deal in services ,4 

43,8, Kosher, J,, Kingsley, and O.%, Stahl, Public 
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If production records are avallable or can be developed, 

their use may simplify the evaluation problem in any type 

of organizations ) 

The guiding principle should be that 
objective S neasurenente are aaa tons in | 

chestver the sore lands iteshf to uit’ 
| ee ee a be reorganized with 

One method of measurement that 1a similar to the use 

of production recoris is the use of periodic tests, Tor 

example, a typing test given a stenographer could reflect 

proficiency, froduction recerds, covering ea longer period 

of time, would, however, give @ more accurate evaluation 

of the omployeo, 

Production records do not lend themselves as a baste 

of evaluating shipboard personnel, No job is sufficiently 

routine or repetitive, and the dual nature of naval sere 

vice~«(1) duties of apecialty, and (2) general militery 

duties thet every individuel in the tavy is required to 

perform--preclude this tyne of performance measurement. 

Therefore the problem resolvea itself into one of devising 

@ valid method of subjective extimation, 

A wide variety of schemes have been developed and ex~ 

ation, (Srd ede; New York: liarper and 
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perimented with. 

Sinee. 1946, authority has been granted individual 

Pederal agencies to make up special lists of elements for 

each class of fobs.5 Sy making objective the elements 

ineorporated in these rating forms, much can be done to 

make the reports meaningful, The abstractness of such 

things as leadership or coursege or initiative makes judge 

nents ale eiouls and, further, makes 1t herd for judges to 

BETO. Seating on ability to perform en importent phase 

ef a job may be more readily understandsble than rating 

on an ambiguous treit. 

it is significant « « « that the Hoover 
Commission s its voice to many others who 
have decrled esoutlemation of the present 
system, We have referred to current prow 
pesals to aPporeee @ Saniple report of “oute 
standing," isfactory," or “unge tisface 
tory” te ea the requirenents of staff reduc 
tions and periodic pay increases within crads,. 
Such a plan will be sterile, of courses reg 
some method of performance-ttem enelysia, as 
permitted under the Pederal aystem, but Sithout 
summery adjective ratings, can be used as the 
basig for supervisoreemployee discussion and 
understanding-«which is the primary objective 
and use of performance evaluation urged by the 
Hoover Commissions 

Making the report meaningful, however, does not cone 

‘stitute an end in itself; it should be made meaningful to 

the individual being evaluated as well as to the super- 

CIbides Pe 505, 

Vides Pe S04, 
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visor and those above him, Changing the elements on a 

report of effictency la but a stop towanl more progrese 

sive practices, As the Task Porce Report atates: 

Tt has been observed that two important 
uses of efficiency ratings are not facilitated 
uy the Federal procedure: 

asus Sak voting to pire vouploycont, 18 use merit re vate 8 
the periodic review Senees supervisor and sube 
ordinate of the weaknesses which the cere 

Pedorel term higher reviews and appes 
old with ponalty actiona, militate agains 

26 @6 growth potential,«-The lederal 
efficiency S eabiae 8 @n evaluation of performance 
during a past period, It does not atten to 
evaluate employes —— or to project the poten- 
tial growth of the "> ores toward higher posl-~ 
tiens in the organizatt 

Plane that would act to modernise the Federal syatem 

inelude legislation recommended to the Congress by the UsS. 

Civil Sexewilee Commission 

povtaining to ratings whieh would: (1) abolish 
he uniform syste; (2) permit each department 

te establish its own plan sulted to its neede; 
4 permis the re ea of personne: veins 

ere a 
the like; and (5) elininate the cumbersome ape 
peal machinery now preacribed for the rating 
system, substituting got for “one im~ 
sari review" within the departments, Favor 
able action on these Ban Ae son recomendations 
will meet practically all the adverse oriticien 
that has been lgveled in reoent years at the 
Federal system. 

Sop. Gites pe G86 

Suosher, Kingsley, and Stahl, ops otte, ppe 394-5. 
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Additional techniques developed for the evaluation of 

performance include the older man-to-man rating seale, the 

grephic and linear acales, iista in which elements or state« 

mente pertinent to the individual being rated are checked 

end weighted, and other well-known schemes and their varie« 

tions that will not be described herein, ne nore recent 

developsent, one that ls the aubject of considerable current 

study and trial, is the forced-choice format that le applied 

to rating scales as well as to self-report testa, 

The forced-choice technique applied to rating scales 

requires the rater to judge between two equally favorable 

or unfavorable adjectives or statements which may or may not 

lie on a continuum, He le required to choose between cone 

ditions which may not really be alternatives, both of which 

may concelvably be Inapplicable to his own experLence,?° 

No matter whet halo or meget 2 effects enter 
the e's thinking, such a queation forces him 
te consider the subject in regard to the specif 
trait ri question. After deciding whether Jones 
ig move calm than cautious, more friendly then 
intellicent, more creative than painstaking, and 
a0 on, the judge has provided the best picture bis 
bien perm 4 of the characteristics of the 
GUO IECt » 

Even a psychologically acphisticated rater cannot 

10n,3, reddy Ode, Pers pane. tie ueerch end Test 
mt in che Dunes ety Bi. $3 tmoeton? Tetnceton 

Tnivers’ 7! a8, 194 2 Pe. Se 

Lltee J, Cronbach, 
(New York: Harpers 4 Sroth 
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often guess the most favorable answer, which 1s obtained 

by stancdariizing the item on vell- and poor~performing 

subjects, ami which must be kept secret by a scoring cen» 

ter, This technique, cbviousliy, does not lend itself to 

the evaluation program whe:e it is desired that the ratee 

know how he stands and be able to discuss hie ability and 

progress with his superiors 

ne distinguishing feature of administration of nuval 

personnel is the distance between the operating unite end 
the qunutrolling activity centers, Hore specifically, if a 

fastory manager or an agency head desires ic cbtain infor 

mation about.an individual, it is a relatively simple mate 

ter, in most cases, of contacting the man, his supexsiors, 

and/or his associates, Dut the Bureau of Navel Prersennel, 

sontrolling vast musbers cof servicemen all cover the globe, 

must rely on vritten recerds and reporta; if it is desired 

to select an offleer for a blilet that requires, say, ex 

perience in subnarines anc. an ability to speak Turkish, 

euch information is readliy obtained from punched-card 

records, Such qualities, however, as exéeptional leader 

Ship or tendencies to carcleseness, heve not been reduced 

to meaningful terms that may be entered on machine records, 

Such aubjective qualities are obtained, in practice, by 
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referring to the fitness report files of the individuals 

under consideration, Thus, where the record may not be 

confirmed by personal contact with an individuel or one 

who knows hin, the Keeping of adequate records becomes of 

major importances 

The current Navy Officern Fitness Report requires the 

yater to consider each officer separately and to judge him 

ae he is compared with other officers of the seme rank and 

gimilar duties, keeping in mind the normal dletribution, 

On @ach of 19 slanents the individual officer le placed in 

the top 10%, the next 20%, the middle 40%, the next 20%, 

oy the bottom 10%, The elexents include five concerning 

eea or advance base duty, three concerning initiative and 

responsibility, three on understanding and skill, five on 

leadership, and three on comluct ami babite of work, There 

are additional items dealing with the reporting officer's 

“feeling about having the subject of the roport under his 

Command and about the officer's fitness for oromotion, This 

report is completed bv the rater without the aid of tests 

that could help him appraise people. 

While the current form: of the Navy Pitness Report 

wisely attempts to avold mliajudguent by reminding the rater 

of the real population rather than the ideal population and 

@uggesting that he keep in mind the principle of normal 

dlatrlibution, it is somuon meowleige that anelysis of Report 
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files reveal a marked tendency toward a skewed distribution 

im the direction of high ability and performence, ‘The de« 

sirability of this akewed distribution is debatable, 

Zhe problem ef designing adequate report forms ts one 

that receives continuing attention, One type tried by the 

Army involved the forced-choice format in an attempt to get 

greater objectivity in personality rating, ‘while this tech 

nique hae beon dropped, at least for the present, 1b does 

represent an effort to increase the validity of officer fite 

ness reports. ‘ihile the forced-choice rating question or 

statement may be refined to the point that it actually 

measures what it is intended to measure, it has an inherent 

defect as far as this study of morale is concerned: it offers 

no opportunity for the rater to know bow he is rating a 

subordinate, Aside fron the fact that most raters dislike 

this feature, they are unable te confer with their sub} 

ordinates regarding the qualities which the form ueasuret, 

One possible solution to this problem is te have two 

Seperate reports, one to be used for official purposes and 

another te bo used for private evaluation of the rater with 

the rateea, Such a solution is held to be untenable as (1) 

the two reperts could easily be at variance with each other, 

@specinlly if the forcedechoice fermat were used for of« 

- fieial purposes, hence (2) the evaluation form used for pers 

sonal conference would lose ite significance or importance 
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in the eyes both of the superior end the subordinates 

The findings of the Noover Comaiesion, referred to in 

the previous section, as well as the earlier discussion on 

essential regulremonts of cood morale--anong them “imowing 

where one stands"«-substantiate the etateuent that any proe 

posed system of pervonnel cvaluation should not sacrifice 

the benefits to the subordinate of review of the report 

with the superior to the beneflta of greater objectivity 

in reperting to a central agenoye This statemont implies 

that such review with the porson boing rated be made, and 

be made effectively, This will be discussed in the cone 

Gluding chapter of this thesis. 

te ready solution to the problem can be made; the Navy 

Department is conducting extensive research pregrams to 

achieve an ecceptable system of personmel evaluation, The 

needs of the naval service are aifterent from those of 

other organizations, althouga much can be learned by study 

Of mothods used elsewhere. Of inmedlate importance to the 

Shipboard rater is the objectivity end fairness with which 

existing forme are completed, it ia further held thet 

exooution of rating forme can be an effective fastor afe 

fecting morale: by wise interpretetion of the assigned 

marke » the veter may direct a subordinate's performence 

into lines of self-improvement, 
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CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Federal Government, as do most public 
= private organizations, still suffers from 
oe many top administrators who know some 
po fie hes field or heve a flair for pub} 
lis relations but have little notion of their 
personnel responsibilities (to say nothing of 
having little skill in the field) as heads of 
egg © scgregati ons of human porsonalities that 

supposed te be working en. phuslastically 
rei mo in o common purpose. 

It is held that this "flair for public relations” 

occurs too rarely te neglect formal training in personnel 

practices, and that hiteoremisa trial-and-error methods 

of handling people are unsatisfactory, There is ample 

evidence thet the large sums spent in personnel research, 

staff training, and personnel methods and services, by both 

private and public organisations, have been invested wisely. 

Many benefits, measured in the ultimate increased econ- 

omy and effectiveness with which an enterprise is conducted, 

could well be applied to naval activity, In time of mobile 

ization, when manpover is a oritical factor, such economy 

lw. pared JeD. Kingsley, and 046. Stehl, Public 
onnel / ation, (Srd ede, New York: Nerper & 
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becomes a necessity. Therefore, the coneral, overall con» 

elusion reached in this thesis is that the benefita derived 

from the study of scientific personnel management should be 

extended in the naval service by stressing training in pere- 

gonnel practices as well as in technical subjects at all 

levels of command,” 

More specifically, it is concluded that the following 

major areas offer great opportunity for the responsible 

ehipboard administrator to take positive and constructive 

steps toward increasing the morale of his organization, It 

is realized that at present the average serviceman is not 

qualified to operate effectively in all these areas, These 

conclusions may be thought ef, therefore, as representing 

suggested points of attack in an effort to reduce waste of 

humen effort by focussing attention and training on them 

and by recogniging them as significant factors affecting 

morale aboard ship. 

le Training in Yorale Essentisis 

Sinee VYorld Yar II, formal courses in naval leadership, 

ineluding a background in psychology, have been introduced 

at officer training activities, Unfortunately, however, the 

21 is realised that this broad conclusion involves 
considerations not within the control of the shipboard 

nistrater and outside the problem as stated in Chapter I, 
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majority of officers holding the rank of lieutenant or above 

have never been exposed to any scientific study of personnel 

management, These officers, generally, are those that have 

geon war-time service and are in more responsible positions 

quereieing control over larger numbers of mon, 

That there is a great need for training of responsible 

superiors in personnel duties has been repeatedly pointed 

out by civilian and military studentea of the problem, That 

many militery administrators are ignorant cf basic psycho 

logical requirements that make possible a high morale is 

demonstrated by the conclusions of the Doolittle Board, the 

Bureau of Haval Pevecunel ‘separatee studies, and the findings 

reported in The 36: Soldier series, among other research 

projects, Contrasting military with civilian administration 

of personnel tends to indicate the former is lagging the 

latter as regarde the education of supervisors in psycholog- 

feal foundations, 

Until such time as formal training in personnel manace=- 

ment ie extended to cover larger numbers of other than mid~ 

shipmen and junior officers, the navel officer afloat could 

do much to improve the functioning of his orgenigation, Py 

conducting clasees stressing not a study of maxims, pro 

vervs, and how cortain individuals achieved a measure of 

euccese in dealing with specific instances involving the 

handling of men, but by stressing psychology as applied to 
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the military much could be done to describe human bee 

havior end strike close to the reasons behind why people 

ao what they do. By practice and example an officer may 

make the morale requirements discussed in Chapter IV 

meaningful to his subordinates in the chain of command; 

"““nowledge of objectives" is a nice-sounding term that 

looks good on paper but, like the other factors affecting 

morale, is of little value unless placed inte actual use. 

When one can actually see that there 1g something in such 

terms, that they are not so much academic dey-dreaming, 

then he is more ready to accept them, The silled ad- 

ministrator can first demonstrate his knowledge of pere- 

sonnel management in accordance with the best psycholog= 

feal principles, and next, having developed an interested 

acceptance of these practices, conduct more or leas formal 

training of his subordinates in these areas, 

én expanding and continuing program of this type, 

guided and aided by the Pureau of Naval Personnel, could 

spread knowledge of psychological fundamentals throughout 

the fleet far faster than a program aimed at institutional 

training of individuals ashore between changes in duty 

stations, 

The outstanding contribution to the training of ine 

dustrial supervisors during World War II by the War Mane 

power Commission is of interest in this connection, Through 
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four ten-hour programs, covering four subject-matter areas 

considered essential to all supervisors, a few qualified 

instructors held classes; the trainees became instructors 

to other groups, and sc on until 1,750,650 individual 

supervisors had been similarly instructed,® 

A progrem planned along comparable lines could be cone 

dueted aboard ship to the end that far more servicemen 

would have the benefit of a background of psychological 

morale requirements in their administration of personnel, 

2. Shipboard Use of Attitude Surveys 

There are many areas where use of attitude surveys ia 

prohibited to the military administretor. Matters of 

operations and the like cannot be decided by rank and file 

opinion, obviously; tactical decisions (and the responsi«+ 

bility therefor) are assicned designated commanders trained 

in their area, Towever it is felt that there are places 

for the use of the attitude survey even though this tech» 

nique has not been fully developed or perfected, 

The first area in which it is coneluded that the use 

of an opinion poll is justified is in the determination 

of matters and policies pertaining to the welfare and ree 

“The Training within Industry Report, (Washington: War 
Manpower agion, s report contains a descrip-~ 
tion of the development, operation, and results of this pro- 
grem,. The methods which it refined and developed have much 
of permanent value to commend them, 
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ereation of the crew, Such use of the survey is above 

possible reproach and will not be developed in thie thesis, 

As welfare programe are designed primarily for morale ef 

fects, it is obvious that active participation in their 

activities will be enhanced by giving those effected a voice 

in their inception. 

A second area, and one where the ahipboard administrator 

may find his actions open to question, is the use of the ate 

titude survey te determine matters of internal policy, In 

this connection, it can only be concluded that each situation 

must be considered om its own merit. If the responsible 

senior is welleread in the techniques he proposes to employ, 

and if he thinke a eurvey will provide the information he 

seeks, he may reasonebly cive it a try without fear of loss 

of “prestige” or lessening his prerocatives as the one 

responsible for the decision, 

The area of greatest importance toe this thesis is the 

use of the attitude survey to measure morale, not on the 

level of hich command in Washingten but on the spot, aboard 

ship. This has not been done te any extent, possibly due 

to lack of refinement of teahniques as well as to other 

reasons mentioned previously. An interesting aspect of 

this problem is the research being conducted on the so-called 

"Judement tests", While ostensibly testing the Judgment of 

potty officers, they actually are, by design, measuring 
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morale.* Such a test, when refined, could be easily 

adapted to use aboard ship, While not ospecially straicht+ 

forward, it appears to have merit. 

The conclusion regarding the use of the attitude sur- 

vey to measure morale aboard ship is simply this: The 

technique has been found of great value elsewhere, and the 

welleresd sdministrator should not permit general service 

prejudice to prevent his civing it a chance to prove its 

possibilities. 

Traini Interview 

As discussed in Chapters VI and VII, the interview is 

a technique for communicating, Sy observing proven pring 

ciples (which were not presented due to their being beyond 

the scope of this thesis), it was seen thet communication 

can be greatly facilitated. In light of the need for 

better superloresubordinate relations mentioned several 

times herein, the cbvious conclusion can be made thet 

better rapport, communication of facts, ideas, or attitudes, 

ean result from training of the administrator in the ace 

cepted methods of interviewing, ‘Such training could well 

be done in a manner similar to (and possibly as a part of) 

‘emis research is beins conducted by the Naval Air 
Technical Training Command; the writer's information was 
obtained from the staff research psychologist, Dr. Mayo, 
in Pebruary, 1951. 
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the training in psychological principles suggested in the 

initial section of this chapter, 

Unlike the training of large numbers of shipboard ade- 

ministrators in the fundamentals of military psychology ané 

the techniques of interviewing, it cannot be concluded that 

counseling could be taught on an extensive scale.” cere 

tainly the complicated non-directive methods sould not be 

mastered (or practiced) by one who could not devote years 

te the subject. These statements do not preclude, however, 

study onthe part of the Interested administrator having a 

genuine desire to be of help to those asking or needing it. 

Unless & person had « real interest in the field of coun 

seling, an interest strong enough te motivate him to self. 

study in the literature, it 1s doubtful whether he could be 

convinced in the time avallable aboard ship that such oute 

moded techniques as exhortation and giving advice are ine 

effective, The problem becomes one, in the opinion of the 

writer, of exposing ehipboard administrators to the field 

of counseling and of attempting to develop interest in the 

work in individuals appearing to be suited for it. In this 

Sin planning this undertaking, the writer originally 
thought that a positive conclusicn “egarding counseling in 
this respect could be reached, 
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respect, classes conducted by trained medical service per~ 

gonnel could be arranged. 

The study of counseling does not appeal to many as 

does the study of interviewing; it does not promise the 

rewards of porsonal gains, For this reason, study in the 

field will probably remain for the most part on an indie 

vidual basis eboard ship. 

It was shown in Chapter VII that displey of authority 

fe a mejor fault in the counseling situations There remein 

many types of personal problems, however, which would ree 

quire no such dlapley on the part of @ serviceman-counselors 

Wuch help could be given aboard ahip by individuele willing 

te devote the time needed to master a significant ability. 

Be Pe Evaluati 

the problem of balancing the need for objective per~ 

sonal performance records with the need for performance 

forms that mey be the basis of an interview with the person 

being rated was mentioned in the preceding chapter, 

While the former need is unquestionably of great im~ 

portance, for the purposes of this thesis the latter need 

is considered to have more immediate affect on the morale 

of shipboard personnel. 

The significance of personal evaluation ia greats 

this was discussed in several contexts--recognition and 
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_ G@isecipline, among others, Without repeating these tenets, 

it in justifiable to state that going over ea formal per- 

formance report with a superior ia of great benefit to 

the one being rated, It further tends to keep the rater 

observant for the qualities or abilities thet he knows 

will be rated, 

That this review is infrequently sonducted is well 

known to service personnel, Often a reluctance to discuss 

ratings is noteds a subordinate 1s shown his report, asked 

if he hae any questions (he seldom has), and the episode 

ig over, While the officer Fitness Report Form has pro= 

vision for indicating if the rateo has seen the report or 

not, he is not required to be shown the content of the ree 

port unless it in unfavorable or unsatisfactory, The on- 

listed Quarterly Marks Card has no similar provision, 

If objectivity in a rating form, such as could well 

be obtained by the use of the forced-choice format, is to 

be sacrificed to permit use of a form that may be made 

understandable to the person being rated, then it is 

reasonably concluded that steps should be taken to insure 

the report is actually reviewed in a meaningful manner by 

the rater in a private session with the ratee,. 
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